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ABSTRACT
Computer oriented jystems have created the need for a closer
intercAction between ;-.en and computers. .I'his tliesis is aii evalua-
tion of, and the resulting systeia design of one such systeiu^ I'he
main portion of the design is that of the operator's display and
control console for this system. Included as a portion of tue
design problem is a co.nputer pro,',raLi for the rr.echaniiiation of wir-
ing data for constructing the digital equipment.
The operator's display and control console is presently being
constructed by Oata Idsplay, Incorporated of oaint ir^aul , i^iinnesota.
The author .wishes to exjiress his appreciation to x^rcfessor
l-iitchell L. Cotton of the U. o. i.aval • ostgra^^uate ochool, and to
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1. Man-hachine Communications in a digital System
The present use of computers in most applications can be
classified as one of tv/o categories:
a. Off-line operations in which a preformulated problem and
precoded groups of data are fed to the computer along with the pro-
grams for processing the information. The computation then proceeds
according to the preplanned program, if all data and programs are
correct. Upon completion of a successful program, the desired re-
sults are then dumped from the computer memory to an output media
for printing and evaluation at some later time, Tiie extension of
this technique has led to the "closed shop" corr.puting center with
their various "auto-monitor" programs in which the inaividual who
wants the problem solved never sees the computer. Tiiis technique
was prompted by the expense of large digital computers. The major
drawback to such a scheme is that in writing nev; programs or trying
to formulate new techniques for solving problenis, there is a good
chance for errors v/hich will not allow the prograui to run to com-
pletion and may not give any indication of the reasons for stoppage.
The cost of off-line formulation and "de~bugging" may be consider-
able in some circumstances.
b. On-line operations in which the operator is working in
real time with the computer on a real time physical problem. This
type of operation traditionoa.lly employs programs v/hich are neces-
sarily complex to take every possible situation into consideration.
The I'ole of the man in this system has been to make simple "yes-no"
or similar decisions and to provide a laeans of accomiplishing tasks

which are not autoi;:ated. or prograffir.ed v/hether by "reason of diffi-
culty or just oversight. iiixamples of on-line operations are the
military systeiris (i.e., .S.-.Giii, KTDS, etc.) and industrial process
controls, Tne coat of tsucii c^yszeins SLTia large as 'cne coniputtir is
usually in full time use by the system due to the special purpose
nature of the equipLients.
There has been a recent trend to explore the possibilities of
utilizing the best points of both tecnniques in systei.is linking
man and convputei' liore closely /l , 2/. In order to accomplish this,
the basic class of operation must tend toward on-line operation.
By having a closer link with tiie computer, the operator can r.-iake
decisions at various points in the process based on real time feed-
backs; examine changes in results due to varying inputs or para-
meters in real time; program and check blocks of codings easily
before integration into a more complex program; and call up and
inspect large blocks of information randomly from a large memory.
In order to accomplish this interaction between man and com-
puter wiiile keeping the overall system flexible and relatively
inexpensive, certain requirements must be met: (a) A method of
time sharing of the central computer must be implemented vhetiier
by programming or hardware techniques. (b^ Display and control
equipments must be designed to allow the operator to effectively
communicate complex ideas to the computer and to allow the com-
puter (through proper programming) to ma-ve requests on or display
data to the operator. The first requirement is dictated by the
desire to perform on-line and off-line computations interlaced in

time, while the second is essenticil to any closely coordinated man-
computer syotern. The specifications of tin.e sharing systems have
beeii developed in recent literature /^SB , Z^ ' , It is t?:e purpose of
this thesis to develop design criteria and to carry out the design
of a display and control console which can be applied to many
different type problems.
In a computer oriented system the flo\"/ of information is as
shown in Figure 1-1.
The man-computer interface consists of two unique parts. I'here
must be a provision for the operator to communicate his desires to
the computer, and the computer should have the provision to display
results or ask for further instructions. iipecific technii^ues for
accomplishing these functions v/ill be discussed in Chapter 2.
In order to intelligently use any or all of the possible infor-
mation available in a complex system, the display mast be able to
select various portions of information readily and easily. This
means that the display conoole itself should De a complex buffer
and should be able to control the computer's memory and programs.
The main control programs in the central computer should be tailor-
ed to the display which in turn should be tailored to the hu::ian re-
quirements for ease of operation along v;,'ith flexibility.
Display updating may be done on any of the following criteria:
a. Upon receipt of new data by the comouter
b. Upon a real time interval
c. Upon request from tlie display console
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versus manual inputs should also be giver, coiiaideration in the de-
oigii of a r^-iven equipment. There should be a method for overridiiig
any preselected priority sequence v;ithoi t changing the whole se-
quence.
The amount of information on a given display must be selectable
by the human operator. If there is too much information or unwant-
ed information mixed v^/ith the desii^ed inioruiation, he must be able
to remove some portions of the overall display or be able to expand
a part of the display on a secondary display. he should also have
control over selective portions of the display in order to viev/
tabular or other information at the saine time a graphical display
is being p>roduced.
All of these factors should be considered iii the design of a
given inan-computer system with the main guide line^. of the actual
computer characteristics with which it is to operate.
The broad requirement for an input device is that an operator
can readily adapt to it and can comiuunicate his desires to the
computer in an efficient i.janner. This requires tliat the device be
designed using a minimuia of controls, but .vith eacn control
uniquely labeled and preferably able to call in a sequence of sub-
routines. The general purpose (stored program) computer is well
suited for this type approach. By inserting an executive program
into the memory, the control keys can be uniquely labeled to call
out and execute desired portions of the program. Then, by changing
the executive program, the functions of tlie controls can be changed.
jo by changing the labeling of the controls v;ith an "overlay", i.^any

special purpose control consoles may be simulatea. An additional
;nethod for specifying infonr.ation to a cor/iputer is that of allovw-
ing the operator to drav; lines or syrr.bols on a display surface or
some input "sketch pad". .in interpretive routine in the coraputer
Vi/ould then have to perform a pattern recOj^nition, curve fitting, or
other similar operation before taking action. One other desired
control is closely linked to the display or output device. There
must be a method for interrogating the computer about a point, a
symbol, or an area on a display for the purpose of odtaining ampli-
fying information about the interrogated portion.
The requirements for a display device are imposed by the user.
Some of these are physical requirements based on the constraints of
human reaction time and visual resolution, v;hile others are based on
clarity or recognition of information /3/. fhese have been listed
with a brief explanation of each.
a. Selective display capability:
The computer can generate and hold in its memory a
large amount of display infon^ation. The operator can intelligent-
ly use only a limited portion of the totval supply of data at one
time. For example, an aircraft controller may only be interested
in traffic within a certain block of altitudes; so, he should be
able to call in to the display only the representation of those
aircraft witnin h;i s volume of control.
b. Fast response to cou-Uiiands
:
When asking for a nev..' piece of inforination on a dis-
play or when dropping soiue outdated display, tiie response to the

coruu.and should be fast enough to allov/ coi-tinuity of thought for
tiie operator. He should xiot have to wait for the comiiiarici to be
executed and the display changed.
c. Number and size of the display devices should fit the
usage requirenients :
In a large systeiri several individual o^jerators may be
needed for specific tasks. This function r.iay best be iiiipleuiented
by using a group of individual operator consoles working on data
from a central computer and display generator. In some systems, a
group of specialists may want to arrive at an optimum decision
based on information on a central display. r'or this purpose, a
large screen display is necessary with a possibility of inpu1 ting
command^., from one or more input devices.
d. The display should not flicker:
The retention of images by the eye is such that f a
display is refreshed at a rate of about 30 frarries per second, no
flicker v;ill result. The flicker of a display will be dependent
on the storage time of the display elements. Ji'or example, if a
long persistence phosphor is used in a cathode varj tube display,
the refresh rate requireiaent is reduced, but the time required to
change the position of any point on the display or the whole display
is determined by the decay time of the phosphor. This decay time
is depenaent on the initial intensity of the display.
e. resolution of the display should be greater than the
resolving power of the eye:
The eye can discrii.iinate parallel lines separated by

intervals e.,|Ual to the line width to a value of ^0 lines per degree.
So for a single operator console, if the display surface is con-
sidered to be tlie base of an isosceies trian^i;le ain the eye to be
the apex of this triangle (actually an isosceles cone), approxi-
mately 50/b of viewing angle is included. This dictates that the
display should have at least 2,000 "bins" for uniqae stora£i,e in
each direction. To place this into a digital i-epresentation for
computer generation tne resolution should be at least 11 bits.
f. The contrast and brij-^htness should be such taat Uiider
ambient light conditions, the operator v\;ill not be subject to eye
strain:
The intensity difference bet'ween baci.:^-round and in-
formation should be on the order of thirty to one for ncrnial usai^e.
If the ajTibient light is high, reflections froi.'i the display surface
tend to "v/ash out"'' this contrast. ,-». catliode ray tube display con-
sole that is designed to operate in normal room lighting needs to
incorporate a fast phosphor tha.t can be raised to a high intensity
level without producing an extended decay titrie,
g. Accuracy and distortion should be reduced to an
acceptable level:
In any display system, the ideal resulting display
would have perfect registration and focus at all points of the dis-
play. This goal is rarely, if ever, attained due to hardware con-
siderations. For example, in a cathode ray tube display there is a
definite defocusing effect at the edges of the tube as the path
length of the electron beam is longer. Also, the volta,-es to pro-

duce the desired deflections in a}i electrosto'.tic deflection tube
(or conversely the current to produce deflections in an electro-
maii-netic deiiection tube) do not vary H.^oaiviy witii th^^ distar.ce
frorn the contei- of the tube /^/. This Icc^ds to the use of coiduen-
sation circuits in tiie cor.trk^l circuitry which, can reduce these
conditions to an accectr.ble level.
h. The coding should iillov.' for a v:i.riety of present..ations
iiie reqi.iire.'-!ei:ts for flexibility encompass such ideas
as color, size, shape, intei^sity, position and orientation, .-.nd
blink rate as a means of attractirg attentic^n. .iost displays re-
quire a set of symbols for normal usage. These v;ould be nuriioers,
tne alphabet, and any frequently used syi.ibols- 1. a dition, a
i::etnoci of .i^^eiierating lines snoulo be incluceo for forrainj;; special
symbols or line drav/ings. These "vectors" should allow for blank-
inf^; portions of the length while proceeding along a given direction
to enable the further coding of lines into dashed lines.
i. The format for the display should suit the usage re-
quireraent§ :
Son e examples of formats are textual, tabular, graphi-
cal, * situation c.r overl'iy map plus defining symbols, line drav/ings
and diagrams, patterns of symbols to show complex situations, and
pictorial symbols to shov/ the status and condition of reiaote
elerr.ents. Tiie general classification can oe teritied either fixed or
free. The fixed fornat is considered to be a textual or tabular
type where autornatic incrementing and positioning of symbols is
accomplished on a set of constraints mechanized into the hard-vare.

ihe free format is usually Implemented, throu^l -. vj^^- _^-i.'arn control
feature which tnuot be gener3.ted in tl^e coir outer.
The nuiTiber of OiJerators and/oi- vie.vers of a rnan-coriiputer con-
sole has a direct bearing on the requireuejits as has been previously
noted, r'or group displays, optical projection and electrolumi-
nescent panels have coire ixito usage as the size of direct view
cathode ray tubes are lit.ited by deflection techniques. rj.'.uiu^les
of j^roup displays have been discusser in recent publications /5, 6/.
This thesis .vill discuss only single operator, direct view, non-
colored cathode ray tube displays.
10

2. I'echniques for i-ian-Cornr-uter Conununication
The Uietiicds available for producinii commanda to a coiaputer are
largely dei)endent on the type coi.iouter being used in tiie systeia,
ij'or normal cojamunications tiie co-/.;.'Uter is in controx of the data
lines, and tLe executive pro^jTaT. just sar:.ple the possible inputii at
"prograRiiiied ' time intervals, For priority cor:ii,iunications , tiie
operator should have the ability to interrupt the computer and in-
sert the necessary cominands. The nature of any input to the coiri-
puter is one of a digitally coded bit pattern dependent on the
setting of switches or digital encoders, and the initiation of a
cormnand sv/itch. a good example of this type communication is the
console typevvriter v/hich can oe used for input and output. An ex-
ception to this straight-toriVird input technique is that of ei.iploy-
ing a 'sketch pad^' in which tne inout takes the form of u;ove;.:ent
of a '.robe over a display or an analog sui'face. In these cases,
the computer must sample the allowable surface at -. rate fast
enough so that normal luotion of the probe by t^^e operator generates
a smooth input of coded positional values corresponding to the ae-
sirea lines being traced by the probe. In the case of a direct
view catiiode ray tube, tlie probe is a liglit sensitive ;)hoto-diode
,
and the coiaputer program must display a raster of points about the
last recorded position of tl)e probe. The new ooint is recoraed as
a feedbac of inf ori.iation of the position in the raster which co-
incides with the probe.
In order to produce a visual display on a cathode ray tube
surface from a cor.iputei- output, a cert:-<in aiiiount of decoding and
11

prccessing wust accompany each computer viord, principle require-
ments by the display device for erich oiece of inforniation dis :I ed
are: (a> positional information, i.e., X and Y or p and Q with
reopect to so.ae reference point; (b) coaed information specifying
character or line type, intei.sity, and size of sytabol or len.^th of
line. The displ-..y circuitry must be able to decode tl'.is inforiiia-
tion and convert its rueaning into the necessary aeflection and
intensity signals to proauce the desired syiijbol at the specified
location.
The symbol formation signals must be superimposed upon tiie
position'-'l deflection signals. This can be ciccomolished by voltage
or current sumrners in tiie analog deflection circuitry. The s.oethods
of categorizing the various techniciues for symbol gerierators have
been listed in recent publications /?, &, 9/« These are dot
pattern, scanning raster, Wcweforms or stroK.es, and shaped beams.
In the dot pattern method, the s5^mbols are made by positioning
the beam to a sequence of positions defining tiic ..iy-.^ul. At each
point in tVie sequence the beam is unblanked, Tiie result is a j^roup
of dots oriented to form the desired symbol. The formation may use
a cell of computer memory for each point displayed as in tiie ^-vr-l
console display /lO/, This method is liiuited in speed to the speed
of each j'lemory cycle. ..n analog method for generating the dot
pattern has been devised which makes use of resistor ne. tworhs /ll/.
A combination of scanning and the dot method are used by the
Laboratory for i^lectronics in their SiM-2 symbol generator. i*'cr
t/iis .'uethod each symbol in the set is representeo by a selectable
12

natrix of 1:a[;;netic core-o. i_,.i.ch core is located at a position where
a dot is to appear in the chiiracter. The matrix i^ .^cariiied by rows
while the beam in unblanked as a function of the cores.
A variation on tne core scannin;^- system is the VI-Dl:-.C /I'c./
.
£,aci-i symbol is again represented by a selectable iiiatrix of iaai],r.etic
cores. In tnis ^^enerator, the cores are positioned so that they
make a aouDle outline of the desired ciLaracter. The selected
matrix is then scanned by rows, and alternate cores turn tlie beam
on and off. Tbis causes the fi;i;ure to be made up of ; group of
parallel line segraents.
The scanning method of forming chiarcicters can be implemented
by using flying spot scanner techniques /1 5 '. In this method a
fixed oize scanning raster is moved to a spot on the generator tube
which coincides with the desired character on ..i .symbol mask. The
portion •:. f the beam that goes through the mask is focused on a
p:;otoi;iultiplier , and t/iis signal is amplified to control the in-
tensity gi^id of the display tube. The scan pattern must ce supur-
impo.ed ori the positional inforination for deflection signals. The
combinaLion of intensity and aeflection pi'oduces the desired symbol
on the display.
The stroke method has been used with much success in tlie
"Calliscope ' of Lincoln Laboratories /l^i
,
1"?/, ti'e symool generator
of Strand Engineering Laboratory, ar.d t""ie symbol generator of i^'ata
Display, Incoi'porated. The methods of deriving the def-Lection and
intersity signals for each of these technicraes vary considerably,
but t;.e i^ei.ults achieved ai'e the sarue. Tlie symbo-Ls are formed by
1";

unblanlcinr-; trie beam at a startin,; oci.-.t for eac:'- character ax^d then
moving tue .jeaii: wnile it is iUiolan_-e(;. . .Johie coia^jiex syi.iijols re-
quire multiple unblankirxg s.iid (flanking during the f or.'Lation period.
The shaped bear.: niethod Is used exteiioively in the railit.-.ry
display S3''3tems (SAGE and .m^j;. Tiie basis of tiie system is tne
"Gharactron" tube /lo/. he Lube has a character matxix within the
tube envelope. The character desired must be selected oy position-
ing the beam to tiie associated figure ixx the mask by a small
electrof3tatic deflection syster.i. The bean, is purposefully ae-
locused to obtain a l.a\'_,e ci'oss-sectional area, and the shaped beam
that ^ets through the mask is in the outline of tl.e selected symbol.
This shaped beam is then magnetically deflected to tlie desired
position on the display surface.
A coi-'iparative ane lysis of these systems has '.;een accomplished
by T,ovv-e, Sisson and Horowitz /?/' Two systems not included in tiiis
analysis are the "Strand" generator and the "DOI'' ,_:'enerator. The
respective times for generating a symbol vi/ith these s;; stems are ^40
and 6.6 microseconds. These rates of 2!;;, 000 and 150,000 characters
per second compare very favorably v;ith the other systems.
In addition to computer generated displays on cathode ray
tubes, a common method for the computer to convey information to an
operator is "hrough coded and labeled lights. These are extremely
easy for a computer to initiate, and providing the uieaning is
clear, can be an economical and efficient way for t'^e computer to
alert the operator. The main drav/back for tl.is technique is the
relative in flexibility of the feedback and the possibility of
14






xi e teclmical requirements for an advanced design digital con-
trol uisplay coiiSole for the x/i.r-ital Joiitrol and .^u tciiiation Laboi-a-
tcry .vere i^tated aG follo.vo:
Thiis unit will provide character and symbol display
facilities to.^ether .vith provision for direct dis-
play of radar video signals. In addition, it will
function to i^rovide for con'aviunic^tions botv/een an
operator and a central cor.:-:'j-er
,
A research and develo.oinerxt contract'" was subsequently awarded
to Dc ta jVi^splay, Incorporated for tlie design and construction of
tne unit ivliich has since been designated as the DD-65. The axithor
wor'.ed in conjunction with iir, -lene Grashorn of f/ata Display, In-
corpoi^ated to specify and design this equipment. ^he remainder of
this thesis ivill be uevoted to the actual desi:-^-n of the uo-o'^.
The system reruireraents are dictated by the equipments tnat
are to be controlled by or input to tne UJJ-65. Tiiere are three
distinct ii-oc.es of operation inferred oy the requirerrients
:
a. To input radar inforinatiou and to provice for (1) dis-
play of the video in a ??I format and (2) digitizing of any video
return which may be deterijiined to be a target by a oetection unit
so that the computer may act upon the inforLnation.
b. fo allo'.» the operator to enter infoi-iaatd.on irto the
computer.
c. To allov, c.e co;..j,jur,er to preisent data to the operator
in tr.e for;.; of syx/ibols on a cathoc.e ray tube or by arav/iii^ atten-
tion to certain inout keys by a system of li-:hts.
- . I/. Cotton, Technical Requirements Nummary, Digital Control
and Hutomation Laboratory, pp. 1, I'eb., l')bCi
l<!avy Contract NObsr 05373
16

The follov.'ing radar units currently installed are to act as
inputs to the system:




These radars are installed in the i;iain radar laooratory, and the
l'ollowin[j information must be made available for use in the D.!)-65:
a. A2i:;uth information
b. "Main bang" or tii^e of pul.^e transmission
c. Video z^eturn signal which will have any tarj^ets along
vvitii noise introduced in tne riroces..
d. Height iiiiorration in the case of the -jPo ':' -.nd 3PS £6.
This analog infori-ation must be converted to digital inforri-ation
for disj)lay and furtl.er transfer to the di;j;ital processors.
I'he digital computers incorporated in tne systei:: are a large
scale scientific co/.-iuuter, the Control Data Corporatioii lo04 /17/
and a sjaall data processor, the Control Data Corporation loO /l(i/
.
These computers communicate v;ith external equipment by parallel
data transfer lines which are controlled by a sequence of control
signals. Also, an essential part of the systeiP. is tiie Control Di.ta.
Corporation 1607 magnetic tape system vd-iich contains circuits for a
"Satellite" operation betv/een the 160 and the loO^i /19/.
m order to perform an output from the com:,uters to one of a





a. Comr.-mni cat ions established with tlie desired equipi-ient
(exclusive of axj. otiiers) by a coded select signal i;roceer.eu b,/ .i
sens e signal to deterraine if equipjuent is available.
b. Data trexnsferred to output lines, an.d a signal output
ready is sent to all peripheral equi]Dment.
c. I'he selected equipr::ent (only) reco^-nizes the ready and
accepts the data, and at the same tiiiie sends an output resuii.e
signal back to the corirouter.
d. Tiie coifiputer, upon receipt of the resume signal, then
drops the data and ready signals and prepares for the next v^'ord
transfer, if any, or merely continues on tue internal program.
Irj order to perforn, an input to a coraputer from an exteri.al
equipiiieiit , the computer -vo r^un niust be written so that it looses to
see if any equipment has aata ready for input. This must be done
by coded sense responses vhliich must be built iiito the peripheral
equipments. The computer, upon recognising the source ai'd the
presence of an input word, then sends an input request signal v/hich
signifies that it has accepted tlie data aj.:d allov.'/i the equi. rnent to
drop the signals for its data lines. This sequence jiiust be repeatec
for each data word entry.
In t .e 160^ an aoditional inout iuode has been utilized. This
is t]:e interrupt luode. This interrupt mode i;!ust be -preselected by
a select code in tr.e ro;;ram. If the selected interrupt occurs
during the pror,ram, the program sequence is -j^^lted at t.'-at ;;oi:nt.
The address at the time of L il.' -alt is inserted into the ^....va-e^-..
portion of the upper half of word nuraber seven of the coinputer .jeia-
1R

ory, and a jump is liiade to execute the lov/er half command of word
nuraber seven (note that the l60^ is a single address, tv/o -coLiiiiand
;jer vvord compiiter /17/). The ir.emory cell num.ber .'jeven should be
set up previously to process the interrupt . I'hia coding should
place unconditional jump coiapiands in both halves of the .vord and
the address of a rrestored subroutine in the a^-'r-^ oortion of
the lov/er hcilf of the word. This subroutine must ue wfritten so
that it ends with an unconditiona.1 jump to cell number seven.
Thus, after naving been interrupted, the subroutine is entered,
and after processing the interrupt, the control can return to the
program step wi.ich was being processed at the time of the inter-
rupt.
Tnese then are the physical rules by which the DD-o^ was de-
signed to perform its functions of control an-i di.-r^lay.
Certain other conv^iderations in the realui 1. 1 :. j.e...Lu xj..... uy
,
:,-,^e-
fulness and realizability then served to dictate the methoi of
using the basic criteri£3. in the • ctu-"'.l systet'. de . . l11
be listed as a ce/J.^'iCtion of exi^.Ln,.-yi-xiig decisions .ina t..e x-eaaun-
ing behind them.
Ti.e .display '.vill have r. s e 1 f -
c
on taine d me co ry unit . This re-
quirement is set for the ..ui^po^e of freein.-,' tiie computers from
constant usage in refreshing the displays. The requirement that
the display be refreshed every 33 milliseconds in order to uotain a
"flicker free" display is one that is set by tne response time of
the eye. This dictates that if the display were to display text
of 5»000 characters at six bits per character, then the uit rate
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would be 900,000 bits per second. The IbO^ , if only one channel is
active, has a maximum transfer rate of about 50,000 forty-ei^ht bit
Vi/ords per second or about 2,400,000 buffered bits per second. The
160 has a transfer rate of about 80,000 twelve-bit words per second
or about 9^0,000 bits per second (unbuffered). Ihus, it ±a seen
that the I60 can just barely do the static display at the necessary
rate, and if any chan.;^e is needed in the display, as would be the
normal case for moving radar targets, it could not luuiutain ca
steady display. The iGOk is not as critical as it has a buffered
output, but it still v/ould be taxed in its buffering capabilities
if more than a single channel is being used.
The use of a self-contained memory also frees the l6u4 from
the control subroutines which must be returned to in order to re-
start a display cycle. This allows raore program time for computa-
tions. (In a real time air traffic control system v/ith mach one
aircraft, the computation times are criticcil, )
Tr.e memory package chosen was a 1024 x 2^ bit ferrite core
memory, licensed from Control Data corporation. The size v/as
chosen to compromise between the 12- bit I60 and the 48-bit IbOM
.
The cycle time of the memory is 6.4 microseconds v/liich is less than
the 6,6 microseconds required to display a character. This allows
a new memory cycle to be completed while the last cnaracter of tiie
previous word is being displayed. Thus, for all characters to be
painted, the total time involved is:
(6,6 microseconds per character) (4 characters i^er word)
(1024 words per cycle) ^28 milliseconds
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Tiie difference between tne j),- mili.isecond.i raaximum and the 28
laiiliseconds required' for an unixitei-rupted cycle allows five niilli-
secorids for updating the data each cycle without in.iucin;^^; a flicker,
The intercQ .'iiputer operation must be selective , Ii. the physi-
cal luyout of units tiie Control D-^.ta Corporation l60^i and the
Control jata Corporation 160? niaj^netic tape system are located in
the U. o. Naval Postgraduate .School computing center on the first
floor of the jingineering Building. I'lie Digital Control and Auto;:ia-
tion Laboratory is located on the fifth floor directly above the
computing center. The i)L/-65 and the Control Data corporation IbO
of this system are to be located in that laboratory. Usage re-
quirements dictate that the loO^ will not be available foi' uo« at
certain times (pending the incorporation of a parallel processing
monitor program). This requires a lockout be available for the
160^1. Also, the 160 may be re.uired to do full time pruc^ooing of
radar data for the l60^ , arid the data flow should be via the I607
satellite systeui 719/ independent of the DD-65 syste . . ± .-O
lockout is requix'ed. The result is cj^e .Lncoi-porcitioi. u .: a oe-
lective ruode for using the system.
a. loO^ only (I60 locked out)
c. .'oth (both computers may estaoxish comriiunications ..Izn
the DD-b5.
)
c. 160 only (1.-04 lociced out)
Tills is realized by a mode sv/itcli on the logic cna-sis.
fhe basic foriuat for display information should be sequential
,





requirements of a display to designate "where' and ^'what" for each
piece of infoniiation displayed would at first seeni that a fori..at
should be as follows:
X position y position information
The normal usa^-e of information, however, shoivs that there is
usually a relationship between adjacent j-ieces of inforiaation. In
the nonaal typed text or a drawn line that has been broken up into
segments, the location of the next piece of irixori'.atioii ±s iiicre-
mentally connected to the previous one in some manner. The special
case would then be taken as the carriage return for the typed text
or the eiid of a line segi-ent in the above axcunples. 60 only at
these positions would an absolute location be re.juired.
In tiie case of characters, the normal mode is to inci'et:.ent
from left to right. This mode, along viltu an increr.enting from wg
to down, iias been included in the design.
In the case of vectors, sever-.l methods were examined. The
generation of the vectors is to oe under comj-^uter control so that
any format using simple computations could be used. Tlie following
were the three possibilities:
a. Given a starting position, let the computer specify a
completely variable A'i and AY.
b. Given a starting position, let t! e c;. uter .=^-..ecify a
limited number of AX cind AY in a coded format.
c. Given a startiiij position, let the comoatei' specify AX




i.ethods a. and b. both require adders or variable length incre-
mental counters in their construction. Also, method a. needs a
completely variable intensity compensation over the line length
variations. Method c. needs incremental up and down counters only,
but needs counting rate changes and intensity compensation for each
length of line to be dr^twn.
The accuracies of methods a. and b. are greater, but they
sacrifice packing density, and they require a greater ai..ount of
hardware to construct.
Using this criteria (also keeping a six-bit coded vector pack-
age to be compatible with the character coding size), the design
incorporated was that of method c, but allov/ing for an extremely
short vector so that the ex^ror could be minimized if tne accuracy
was needed. The use of incremental counters also maK-es easier the
sequential designation of vectors for forming continuous lines.
The requirement for both characters and vectors aictated that
a bit be set aside in each string designator word for "mode". The
details of display couing v/ill be cuvyred in detail in Chapter 6.
There should be two display tubes, only one of which is a
direct slave to the radar inputs . Inasmuch as this system is in
part oeing designed to allow investigation on various di^^ital pro-
cessing techniques in radar detection, the use for comparative
displays is desirable. One display tube must be available to dis-
play video inform.ation at any time between the "r:;ain bang" and the
maximum range time (if radar input has been selected). During this
tiiue , all display information from the internal memory must be
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"locked out 0.11 order > ''eclade J j.r'i'et. This
litiito the amount of superiniposiii;-, ol
.ads that may
be done on ti.is tui;>e. T e cjr.ount is proportional t - the afflount of
tiffie oetv;een ti.e maximum r.ui,.e and tne start of tiie next .;ul-:,e.
The second tube is independent of t e raciy.r inputs and can be
used to Mspla.y
;
recessed video with background maps and amplifyint,
inforruation (such as neio^it, type aircraft, etc.). This tube is
alv/ays av..ilable to tixe memory cycle and can be used in conjunction
with the direct radar display.
Fut.u-e displays could perhaps be built utilizing dual beam
electrostatic tubes to remove the restriction of time sharing of
radar signals and computer displays.
The xaanual inputs should allow flexibility . Tiie system is de-
signed to be used with a stored pro.vram coi.^puter, so a lar^e
measure of flexibility is accomplislied tnrwU(j,.i c..« ase of stored
subroutines. Tlie method of calling in a set of subroutines from a
magnetic tape library must allow for different sections of the
library to oe called in for different u.3es of t'le coiisole. This is
best handled by an overlay which, in addition to adding bits to
designate the overlay, can change the s-.vitd; function l.r:bels by
having t^ie function associated with each switcrx eiigraved on tlie
overlay board.
1
electronic Tube and instrument Div. .aneral nic Corr.
,
i.l03up - I'c
"^k Inch Jiameter, Dual Beam,
-:.^ec tro..tatic x^'ocus and
Deflection Cathode Hay Tube, .Jep., l^ol
2^

In addition to the uni ue switches, there are functions
comJT.cn to all uses of the console. These are treated aj a subset
of tiie sj.;<ecial overlay function switches, and to^uther they are re-
ferred to as keyboard two.
The ch3.racter keyboard iG ;-e fer ren to a.^ i: eyViO-^rd one. This
keyboard is wade up of all the standard numerals and alpiiabet,
along with special characters to complete the keyboard. These key-
boards and their coding will r<- -iven full treatiiient ir; Chapter ?•
Other manual inputs required are a ranjje switch to control the
displayed radar presentation and some method for locatinr,- . nd
identifying points on the display. There are two uoi.iuon n.ethods
for accomplishing this function digitc.lly:
a. Track ball
b. Photo electric light gun
In the track ball luethod, two shaft position encoders are
placed at right angles, and a ball in contact ith ootii encoders
allows the operator (by roiling the ball) to pcsiti^u ixirr ^...codei-s
very accurately. A symbol svill h.a.ve to oe displayed under program
control whose center is located at the X, Y position given by the
encoders. Thus, by calling luv ine prograiii tc aiopl.^y Irac.--. uai^,
the symbol iiiay be centered over any point of interest, and then by
a second subroutine this information i:.ay be usesi to er.tar new in-
formation or find a .;je..ory cell v, i.icn contains this iiolwi lor jjur-
poses cf changing the aisj)lay.
The method of ti.e light gun accomplishes the saii.e purpose, but
it is positioned by nand over a display, ana tnen the ligiit sensi-
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tive circuit is enerii;ized and the portion oi the tube face unaer
the li,-,'ht gun is illuminated, a circuit can be n-iade to extract the
contents of that memory cell tu find tae position.
The light gun is fatiter, and its use is a more natural re-
action, but foi closely spaced points the track ball with its
accuracy is easier to use. Based upon this reasoning, a track ball
was used in the DD-6^.
The display should allow for an auxilli ary output c haxinel to
dump radar data . In order to obtain best utili2al:ion of the com-
puters, i.e., to let them perform computations at a speed limited
by the programs ('vithout interruptions for storing data), a
illie.ry chai.ael to accept the digitized X, Y (and Z component vvith
minor modifications) h..s been provided. A buffer memoi-y unit axid
associated control circuits should be orovided between the radar
data, and the computer assigned to do the processin^j. Ti-e radar
processing computer can then call for targets at its own rate. I'he
buffer memory unit must liave a fast access time in order to accept
targets at the i-ai.e the,/ are received from the rauars. The access
time needs to be on tlie order of 100 nanoseconds if no targets are
to oe missed. This requirement can be met by de n ,;^ the buffer
uiiit from standard flip-flop circuJ.tG. is is economically
feasible as the word sir',e is only 12 bits, and ti;e number of stor-
age '..'Oi' :S i.ecutiu jauui.a i;e omall.

4. Hai-'dware Consideration and x' echanization of Design Proceedui-e
In order to desit^n digital equipments to have high component
packing density and at the same time to allow for easy ;y;aintain-
ance, the computer industry has developed the following technique.
The circuits to be used are specified in terms of type (pulse ox-
levei signal) and speed of response desired. >'rom these require-
ments, a family of circuits can be designed which are compatible





or i^_OT. These circuits are then placed on priiited circuit
cards either singlely or in small groups. The system designer then
need only know the paran.eters and limitations of tl;e family of
logic cards in order to specify the interconnections necessary to
design a particular equipment. The construction is then completed
by wiring the interconnections on a chassis ,ffiade up of logic card
soclcets. In this way all active elements are on the removeable
cards to allow for easy replacejuent of a faulty circuit.
The logic card family ur->ed in t'le design of the DD-o5 is
mainly the Control Data Corporation type as described in their
manuals /17, l8/ and reported on by J. K. Farrell /20/. Tiiese
cards are designed to operate at clock rates up to i'-ve aegac3~cles
as level signal inverters. The switching uelay is between 50 and
100 nanoseconds per card. Additional cards have been developed by
Data Display, Incorporated for the speciial uses needed ±ll Aj.o2'-i.-y3.
These are in two main categories: (a) Digital to analog conversion
cards for di-iving the disjilay beams and (b) a fast set uf cards to
work at about 20 ix for the display of digitized radar information.
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i -e dijjital to analog ca; : ,)t
be discussed in this thesis. Ij e fast logic cards a.re ontirely
conpatible wit,. ; •, u u.-v. ..:.(. v:ontroi i ctc-i Corpox a uj.oi.' j/ .x. .i.l^ ^^
except for Lucre 3trinfc;eut loadin^i; re ;Uireinei}to
.
Tiie lo;p.c circuitry used is "transistor-diode" =
cii'cuit lo aii i.xi :,• ;.x u\ii- v/xiJi uj-odes on the inputs ....,:. i ua^ . _ -r^ .,.;.uo.
in such a v/a;/ that (eu -y ccrnectinn; the of two c
gcther at a single input of anotner card, a lo ,ical Ai,^i) is -^rod iced
oi* (b) by connecting tiie uatputs of itiore tuan one card to a ccu-a
with multiple inputs a lo.-ical CH is produced. i''-L£-;ure -r-l shows
the two basic configurations and the syiabolo ed to denote these
functions. These basic function., aay oe comcined to er.r.i.ie C-.e de-
signer to realize any complex logical condition desired.
rhis type of logical building block doe easily lend it-
self to system design using an initial input of only logical
tions y/hich are to be si/. : e reason for this is that the
three level lo;;ic ( A£o_D , liOT , 0I<) built into each lo^d-c c.u.-.i in not
easy to i-educe iriatjie-^aticall r.e iuethod used i-s to s^.ecify tne
functions throug?! d: n tliis way conditione \
built up v/ithout carryin;-; ^.lon^; the Iiier-^rcnv r:-r
--^._---
tions that '.vou^d be requix'ed. ^he tecunique used i-..
naning each inverter so tr.at once the des.
an e':!"!;M;ion file c^w be 'vritten in terr'« ^^^f" -; r, 1-1,1 1.. i, ,^ , .. .. or,
A coraparative systoK v-'hich c- '^ b.










Z = A + 13 + C
Z + A + B + C = A • B • G
LOGICAL "OK"
Figure ''-f-1
Logic Diagrams in i.ontrol Jata Corporation i.'otation
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This is shown in Figure h~2. As tlie equations a.-e -.vritten in terras
of inputs, no explicit stat<^ e^'^- r.-f t'le inver.'>ion is Uoecl. .Wen
the design diagrams have been cor..;/Jeted the individual card tvpes
may be a.33igned based on the number of inputs and outputs. ' rce
the card tyres >'ve h<^.en asoi^i.ed, the totval nur.ber of c rrhs aeeded
are uniquely known, and a chassis size may be ciosen. In this line
of cards there are up to three inverter sections on each card. The
chassis layout can then be specified by assi^-ning- each card section
a place on the chassis. This is done oy assigning a rov^', a coluuii,
and a section to each In/ertev . •: e assignment is usually a coia-
promise between obtainini^- the minir/ram lengths of interconnectinfj,
wire and keeping sections of the chassis r^rouped into areas of
logical functions.
Ti'.e last step in coni;.,itting a io _.ical design to hard;/c.re is
the actual assignment and completion of the interconnecting wiring.
The wiring constraints are set by the fact that each card socket
has only tv. o terrainals > er pin. I'J-.is lue^ns that multiple .ikP
signals have to be distributed aion.j- the wirinr; "tree'. (oee
i'igure H-ji). Tiie task of assigning pin connectors ii: a manner to
mi..i.:.ize v/ire length is very tedious, aao. the tej.ium of it tonus to
cause errors in the production of a v/iring tabulation.
The desire to linimize tne number of errors inducea in the
process uetween the design diagram and the wii'ing tabulation re-
a ''tree'' is a ,;raph having only' one path between every tv/o
nodes.

JlOl = Jx>^'J + be.. I'.'^'P'i + 'S .^"^ IV -^ J
F±i;;ure 4-2
£jxample of an iiiquation VJritten from a Logic Jia,-;i;rarn
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Ill order to wire an ''Ai'iD" gate of mere ^han t.io inriits, t "se


















1 ; j ;
i :
ii<ach connector lias only connection tendnals for two wires so
that the interconnection sir.ilar to the dc.jiction ir; t' e lO'ic dia-
gram i'j not possible. ""« reGultin-; method i.j to build u - com-
plete vvirinj, "tree'" by lii'st acceptin^j, the suiallest inter coniiectini-j,
wire and then building on this base until all "nodes'' have oeen









Constraints on Chassis iring
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suited iii .. "-ix effoi-t bein^ made to aechani-.e 80.:e of the
f.nctjons on the Uontrox Data Corporation 1.^0'i computer. Trie com-
puter has been assigned the tasks of fonriulating and printir.r^ out
the cohipleted file of eu.'t.ioiis .xnd ti'ie final r;inii.:U... wire l^:. t:.
wii-e ti-bulations. .^Iso, the oro^jram (Vill 'issi,j;n card types, co.ll
attention to ille^-al equations, Lve a t^.bular total of the
number of cards by types ref;Uired to imple^-ent the design. Tlie
neceoGary inputs are a set of "r-unched cards" '.vhich each each con-
tain the CMUation for a sin^'le lo^ric card .iection a;.d a location
for ti-at lo.^ic card. ' e detailed i-eriort on v.sa-e of / rai.i
.^nd an asseitbly listing of the pro^rain is inciuaed as .i.;;peiiaix 1 tc
this thesis. k sample of the input and outputs are shov;n in i-'^ig-
ures '':-'., 'i-5, ^-6, and 4-7.
_:.e method for coir.puting the r;:ir:i!..a ;i lerijth vvirin^g to conuect
a ^roup of nodes is based on an algorithm b,y Leber) ;-..j and
VVeinber ^er . /^'l/
This pro;jraru was used in the production of the initi-il v.irin;^
data lor the DD-&5. The total card count for the design is over
1500 cards. Tl^ere we two separate chASsis vV:±o]\ n.ade separate
program runs necessary. The time required to co^uoube ti.e coLiplete
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5. Kadar Converaioj:) Unit
The systeiii must perform the two separate functiorio previouoly
described in Chapter /j , i.e., (c.) that of direct display of unpro-
cessed video on a di^itcil r . .r.cr on a disx)lay tube, :-.nd (b) that of
j;i:;.king avo^ilable to tiie cu.-.i^uter the di;_',it:il inf orii.ition on a radar
return if it is a possible target.
The re:;uirement of a real time radar display places a restric-
tion on tne use of the aispxay for compi.ter -.enerate'.,- inioi'.. ation.
The portion of time between start of sv/eep and the .';axiiriuiu range to
be displayed miist generate a signal to locV: out any u.emory refer-
ences to t'e display. As a result of t'.is restrictioii, the systeia
has been deGi,;ned to include two separate .isplay tubes so that one
is alv/ays available for coriiputer :enerated display information.
The norirtal display infornation in tne liiernory is directed to the
designated display tube. Tlie tubes are designated "O" for left and
"1' foi' ri^^ht for purposes of coding comrnands. The choice of which
tube is to present the display is control^eo. cy the use of the tuDe
designator bit in the coaing structure v.hich v/ill be discussed
later. This "tube bit" controls t;.e intensity ;^rid of the desi:--
nated tube by enabling the "unbiani: circuitry" to turn on tne
electron bec^.i-u Also, it sets the condition -.''iic ie display
deflection signals to the de.^ignated tubu. en rad\r vi ^leo infor-
ra^\tion is desired, the range switch is placed to t' - ti ropriate
range. The receiiDt of a ";iiain bang" from the radar '.-et.:'' a flip-
flop v/bo.5e output is used to remove c^ —-'- •f' t- -'^ e
internally generated display inforsiiation (see Figure 5-1,'. .e
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"set" output of the flip-flop "enables" the X and Y digital radar-
counters to input to the pooition re.ii^ter,^; of tie dij^ital to
analog' converters. .:he "set" output ;;.l3G 'di^ab-L.-^-." the output of
t-e computer generated display information, even though tube "0"
liiay be designated to display sorae infcraiation while in the radar
/node. 'u'hen the desitinated maximum range has been reached, a .^x,_^ij.,.<1
is generated which "resets" the flip-flop. Thus, the internal dis-
play information can now be displayed on tube "0" until the next
"li^ain bang".
The range switch settings are shown in Figure 5-1 along with
the time required by the radar to display each beam. This is based
on the propagation rate of radar .-.ils being l^.-jy i^ Lcx-oHev:oiraS
per range mile. The radar characteristics of the unclassified
radars to be used with the system are shewn in Figure 5-2. The re-
mainder of the table in Figure 5-1 is a listing of the proportion
of time remaining for inserting computer -^er-erated lisplays to tlie
total amount of time poG-.ible. T}:i3 inCormation should be used
when writing system programs to superimpose target information over
a radar display. For ex.:.^mple , i: using the SPS-8 with the pulse
repetition frequency set : . ^^.- c^ycles per second and tr.e range
switch set to ok miles, the availability of tube "0 ' to the gener-
ated display is bOfk^/o of the timie. This indicates that the inior-
mation should be written into the memory at two places to insure
that it will be displayed. This technique of time sharing limits
the tunount of information that can be superimposed on the longer
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horizontal Beam /idth ;.5 3 :^ • 5
(in degrees)
Horizontal ;?ctation Hate of Antenna 5 to 1,' 2.5 to ±5 1 to 10
(in revolutions oer iainute)
Vertical Beam Width 30 50 1.1
(i)i dej^rees)
Aziiiiuth Information ^ivailable 1:1 speed 1:1 speed ,_.)eed &
synchro s3?"iic}iro ^^-.m s_Lieed
synchro
reak rower " 50u 500 05O
( in K± 1 1 o w a 1 1 s )
i-ulse .L'idth k ^ 1 or ci.
(in iTiicrosecondg )
.c-ulse riepetition Frequency 150 ;,'U0 l.>oo wr j'^-j
(in c'Tcles per second)
.I'jXpected Kange ^'-c 52 ^5
(in miles for 1 square liieter tarr;et)
Figure 5-2
Characteristics of "Radars to be Used in ti-.e ^/stem
^1

quirerr.entu on the display fur time oliaring than any of the un-
classified radars.
The methoi of .^jenerating the i^ada.r sv/eep reouires accurate
az^irrmth information in the fori;, of a 3h.,.ft position froiu the
rad^.r. This shaft notion drives a digital shaft position encoder
whose outputs are sine ^ and cosine 6. The outputs have -n -c-
curacy of ten mi.^nitude bits plus a. sign bit. Taese quadatai*e
values are then "inultiplied'' by a series of range pulses in such
a manner that counters being driven by the multipliers holii the
results i4(sine ^) = Y, and >;( cosine jzC) = X. V/hen tiie range counter
i-eaches its /(maximum value as deteririined by the ran^^e sv/itch, the
rar^ge counter is cleared, and t}ie X and Y counters are then dis-
connected from the digital analog converters by the "enable radar"
flip-flop previously described.
i'liis technique then descrioes a radar disrjlay raster of the
fOi'rr. shov/n in Figure 5-3* There are 2,048 separate "bins" in >.
and in Y corresponding to the 11 hits. This gives a possible
accuracy of - 1 ^' nautical jrii±i on tne 23^^ mile ran£,e vvitii possicx^
accuracies increasinj^- to - 7.9 ^arus on the four mile ran,^e. The
actual accuracy of the video display without a video processor in-
corporated to use only the centroid of trie radar return is m.>.inly
liii.ited by the pulse v.'idth of the radar used. The pulse widths
ran^e Zrbm one to four i^icroseconds (see Figure 5-2) v.ith a re-
suiting pos :>ible error of approximately - 1/12 mile to - 1/^ J.iile.
T!ie heart of this system is the range counter and the oscil-
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the accuracies needed is 20.72 i^c. The ria;.v,e sv/itch th^n enables
different bit positions of the counter to trigger the rate siulti-
plier v.'hich results in full scale deflections for the c.osen ran-;e.
The radar section of the lo'^ic is the unit that determined tlie need
for the new series of fast cards discussed in Chapter 4. Tfie
switching times of these lo.^iic cards were required to be much faster
to reduce spikes in the radar video raster caused by the carry pulse
in the counters v.^hen the most significai';t bit chanrjes. (See . _• _,are 'j-k)
These spikes (or "blivets') should be reduced in width enou>],h to be
insignificant by the fast cards.
The requirement of 11 bits of accuracy for the azirhuth infor-
mation lequires accuracy to 0.17t) degrees. I'lie azimuth information
available from the radars is in the forin of oO cycles per second
synchro uignals. The 3FS-8 and 3:-S-26 h..ve two-soeed ovnci.ro
systeii-s vi^hich h.;:ve an accuracy well within the 11 bits specified by
tiie encoder. T e SP.S-6 and SPS-12 have only a one-speed synchro
system which could have a luaxiiiiuii. accuracy qt aoout 0.3 ue^rees
from the components. It is evide:;t then that the available e.ccu-
racy of bearing infortiation is not ;.uite precise enoui];h for the
system requireiiients. One other problem in this system is that the
torque and inertia loads of tlie shetft position encoder require a
high gain servo-systerii to ..i.rive the encoder. In order to furnish
the maximum accuracy at suitable pov.'er levels to the encoder loi'
each of the radar inputs, it was necessary to convert the individu-
al radar synchro outputs to a single speed, higj ., ,. r.'>cy sj/nctiro
ou.tput from the radar switcii panel. Ti.e converter used for
h^

The condition exists when a digital increaie of orie incroiiient
in tiie xc...ot order bit osition cuaaeo a carry bit -^n. uhe ui/_i,xjur
order bit positions. For exaiiiple: For a change of the Y counter
froiii 001111111 to 010000000, two possibilities may occur if the
circuits concerned nave a lar,_,e aifference in rise times.
1. The carry bits may be too fast resulting in the value




2. The carry bits may be too slow resulting in the value










this is a "synclu-o araplifier". The unit is a standard, i.avy Supply
servo system ivhicli accepts one or two speed synchro information and
furnishes an accurate one speed synchro output. The output is
specified to be a kOO cycle synchro signal for the long cable run
froi:~i the Radar Laboratory to tiie J)igital Control anci Automation
Laboratory. A cOi'iiiuercial ri^;h gain servo systeia is to be purchaoed
for driving the encoder unit in the DJj-65.
The remaining requj rei^eii t that the digital radar information
be made available to the computer has been implemented by gating
the 11 bits of X und 11 bits of Y to storage registers upon re-
ceipt of a signal signifying the presence of a possible target.
This signal will be generated from raw video by an automatic de-
tector which is designed to trigger when certain conditions are
Liet, such as amplitude, slope of signal envelope, or corabinalions
of tii.ie and amplitude. Tne study of optimum auto-detection units
is to be one of the primary uses of this system. The detection
units are to be fabricated on standa.rd computer cax' is 3.nd locations
for tiiese circuits have been left in the operiitor's console of the
DD-65. Cue type of detector has been designed and build by
D. R. Briggs. It is a tiireshhold detector with a voltage variable
false alarm rate. This unit will be used on initial tests and is
documented in a separate report /21/.
In the system design it v/as aooUiueu that either the 160 or
l60^i could be called on to process the radar data; so the X and Y
registers were designed to be callable separately by the computers
insi;eaa of packing them into a 22-bit word. This allows the loo
^6

vi/ith its Icl-bit word structure t.. uaji"j.e i le prooe .j^uj, job '.vithout
excesiz-ive shifting of bits. The re luest by the computer for radar
information sets a step counter which will sequence the X and then
the y information in a two-word j;,roup. The computer prOi£,ram uiuot
be tailored to tnis grouping by using a standard block input coding.
Prevision has been left for extending the step counter to a
three-worci. radar senuenc'e. This was done to allow a third word,
containing sonie measure of elevation an-:i;le or height information,
to be sent to the computer for procesein^ when using the oPS-26 or
SPS-8. The output reijister of the jj^
-o : as ei.-;ht bits set aside
for this purpose. The implementation of this v/ill entail an analog
to di^jital conversion of the raw data into ei -ht bits of dijital
information and provide ; S^-te controlled by tiie third count of tlie
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Present lo^ic inciudes onj.y the X c.nd Y control flip-flops.
ivOTi!j: jet side of flip-flop is upper side; reset side of flip-flop
ib lower side.
Figure ^-^
ecessary Logic for Addition of ; eight Infoi^aiation
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6, j)esi._^n of Character and Vector Generators
Ttie display of the actual chiiracters and vectors i :> performed
by cycling throuj-h the tielf- contained iflenory in trie ''JD-b^j, This
raei.iory size is lu2'+ x 2^. Trerefoi-e, 1: order to liil the jceinory
with information, 512 oi-vir, o F" ^t 8 bits each would be rerv^ired froi/i
t]''.e Control .';)- ta Corporo;.tion ICO^ or 2,0^8 vjords of 12 bits each
would be I'equired frora the Control Data Corporation 160. Any up-
dating- of information iroM the comi^'Uters to the uD-C5 brea^^s the
display cycle, but saves the address of the next display word, ax^d
continues fr"oLi the break address after the now infoi'inalion is reeid
into tlie mej/iory.
Tne basic len^^th of the v/ords needed by the decoding lOjjic
is ^6 bits. Tills requireirient is dictated by the fact tiiat the
nuKihcr of bits needed for control information, position, and address
are rr.ore than ti e 2^ bits of the ueii-ory word. This then liraits the
total possible numbez" of display words to ';)12.
/iS tvas mentioned /.reviously, the forii-ation of the characters
or vectors are grouped into "strin.^;s', Eh.e first "«vord of each
strinj is called a ''desip';n:\tor word''. (see Fi;_iure ---1) This
furnishes the control ii.i orip.ation to the decodin;-;,- lo^ic to prepare
for displ-.yinj the information. T.vo characters or vectors can also
be packed into the "desir^nator word" to provide fast updo.ting of a
rjicvini'j- symbol. All folloivin.j v/ords up to the next "cieoi(5;nator
word'' are considered to be string words. They can have up to seven
chax'acters or vectors packed into each. word. Tlie reason for u.sing
only seven of the eight possible symbols is the need to be able to
^9

j..oi:ii;A'ri (i-iu-^- oru oi' / words)
;' bits for - oit
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bit chai'acter or vector coaes
1 2 3 f 6 7
/ jj S sx^are
I \\ bits
i \ ^ Designator Bit(alv/ays
\ \ in strin.;;; word)
\ :.ode (1 bit)
^" Tube ( .>. bit
)
CONTROL COOr.S:
Hode: - character (enables lo;-;ic to dacodo tr.e chsii-'.cter infor-
liiation codes)
1 - Vector Mode (enables 10t,ic to decode tK^^ vector informa-
tion)
Tube: - Displa;) the stored information on lejft tuce
1 - Display the stoi-c^d inforruatiun on ri,;ht tube
X .-.nd Y positionai information is forwed by an eight-bit "ab-.olute''
ruagnitude code 'A^ith a sign bit added to indicate directicn froin the
ccter of the tuoe (0 sign bit is positive and 1 is net;ative;.
Initial i.-eMor'y a.-.dress of DD-63 -'uixst be specified for eaci.'. string by
a lU-bit address code. T::e stora.^e of con.;ecu Live words is incre-
.;ientea within the lo.jic.
Fi,!:;ure 6-1 Pro. raininin'i; Information for .Hrink- words
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uniquely recognize the designator bit '"D" . Thus, the "D" bit must
rem.^'.in "0" in ail -tring v;ords.
In order to rr.a^ce corrections or update any part of a string,
the ivhole corrected string must be read into the display iiiernorj'-.
This is due to the increr.,ental iriechanization of the addre'is counter.
Only the designator word contains an address reference for t le
rnerriory. Once a string of display words has been set up to read
into the niemory, the address counter is incre;;:onted as each dk bits
is a.cce')ted.
The designator word also contains the initial positioning in-
formation for trie string. The initial position of the string is
specified by nine bits of X and nine bits of Y. This allows a
position to be selected to within 1/512 of the usable scope f.ce.
The usable portion of a 12-inch diameter tube is a square raster of
about 0,5 incres. This allows the position of any syinbols to be
designated to within O.OI65 inches.
The choice of tube to display the information and the mode
(i.e., c ;oice of whether the information is a character or vector
string) must be repeated in each word of the string. i'he appro-
priate coding for these are saown in Figure b-l.
Tiie vector mode and the ch..aracter incrementing portion of tiie
character mode use the same logical packages. These are a pair of
nine bit position counters. The X and Y position counters are in-
itially set to tiie position specified in the designator word for a
string. The outputs of tnese counters arive the ;)Osition registers
of the digital—analog converters for the display tubes (see Fig-
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ure 6-1), The coLU.ters are desi;:ned so that the contents ....,\7 be
couiited up or down or i.oo increiuei.te j, ae .)'riidii:t_, on the control
fc;ir;;nalfci .generated in t^.e decoding lo-:^ic. Thus, the .-.uiOiant and
•..irection of oeam iacve:i,ent is determined by the in.iividaal iflode
decoding cii'cuits.
The vector r.:ode requires on.^y initial poaition iniform .tion
froK t:.e desi:3nator v/ord. The for.-i tion of h line is started by
unblanKin,?; the beam and then moving it - ii-rection and distance as
specif ie J by a six-bit vector code. The beam is then "blanKed"
vvuile the next six-bit vector code is brou-ht into the decode
lo-ic. The sequence is then repeated until tiie next designator
word is encountered. This technique produces a line by starting
each new sesjfi.ent from tie end -oint of tr:e last (see Figure u-2).
The blani-' woi-ds between tiie end of any information and the next
designator .vord causes no problem as the ''0" code in eiLhei' the
vector or character riiode doe-j not unblank the beam even tiiou-,]i t^ie
position counters may be increiiie/.ting.
i.he vector deccae lo^^ic sepai'iites the six-bit code into a
thi'ee-bit direction code, a two-bit si.ze cede, and an "unblan!-c"
bit. The direction code allo-.vs for ei^ht ^.cssible directio/'S which
coiu^esponds to ^+5 increments in direction. The size cc^e allows
for four possible segment len^'ths. The unbl'.mk Dit can be used to
form dashed lines by allowing the beam to be bl>;inKed v.diile still
following- a prescribed vector path. The vector codes are shown in
Figure G~j>. J'he direction code determ^ines the operation of the X
and Y position counters, i.e., vvjiether to count up, count down or
52

In order to ..epict tae location of an ii;xantry b.v.ttalion on
a ..ixitary map, the following symbol is used:
l'o include this -syinbol on a i-'iajj generated by the D'D-o5, the
'olj-owing trace could be generated:
r-e sequence of necesi;3ary vector c^ues
form the above symool is:
(i) llOOOCJ
id) ilOOlQ












point location must V;e
^.iven in the desii^-na-
tor v/orci.
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(6 bits per vector)
A ^ 't> bits for direction
I
-2 bits for size
: 1 bit for interioity
Intensity Inforii.ation
Code Interpretation




00 A and/or Y coordixiate deflection is
1/128 of full scale deflection
01 /. and/or Y coordinate deflection is
1/64 of full scale deflection
10 'L and/or Y cooruinate deflection is
l/j;2 of full scale deflection
II X and/or cooruinate defloctioi. is
1/8 of full scall deL'lection
Direction Infor:.'iation
Code Interpretation
000 Vp'-i-o-t is ~r-n',vn at an an.j^'le of C
from starting point
001 Vector is drawn at an angle of m5
from starting point
010 Vector is drawn at an an^'le of 90
from starting point
Oil Vector is drawn r.t an an-;le of 135
froni starting point
100 Vector is drawn
-t an angle of l80
frorr; stai'ting point
101 Vector is drav>fn at an angle of -Ij^i;
froru starting point
110 Vector is drav/n at aj;- ..ingac of ->'0
from starting point
III Vector is drawn at an angle of -4^
froi.'i starting point
Figure 6-3
programming Information for Coding Vectors
5^

not count. The len.;j;th code determines when to stop increraenting
the countoro. The increraentiuj^' rate is 0.4 jiiicroseconds per pulse,
and the number of counts I'.ust increase in proT^ortion witii. t;je line
A.en.^th. The longest line len.£;th was included for the purpose of
econoiidcal drawing of ordinates. Ofie lijie, t e length of t e ii;j^-ita.
rastei', can be packed into a string of two words. It is fult that
the Sifiallest increment v;ill allow special symbols to be laade up
from coci.ed vector strings without bein^- incoinpatible '.fitlL the normal
cha.racter sizes.
The character decode logic is considered to be proprietary in-
forniation by Data Dis jlay, Incorporated. The general technique is
one of iiiicro-positioning tne beam in relation to a refere^ice X, Y
position on a 5 X 7 matrix. The logic is entirely designed from
the basic inverter logic cards. The c .aractc=rs are forr'.ed by mov-
ing the beam and turning i t on and off under a clock control o;hose
p)ulseo occur every 0.2 inici'oseconds . rhe character rate is deter-
mined by the nuiaber of increments needed to trace tne i.-iost complex
chi-tracter. For the symbol selection of tie JDD-65 the number of
increments required is 33 pulses. This sets tr.e time for display
of one character at 0.6 microseconds. Phis time includes tue in-




In addition to t..e initicliziiig information required in the
designator Vv'^rd by both the vector and character modes, tne
character :..cde requires some additional infcrmiation on si^e -.nd















beai.i blanked for uioveu^evit
to next startinR' Doint
-ori-.'ition is on a '''> x 7 .^^^ix witu ^pacin^- i;;,'enerated by the
:-atiix size bein,.; sli;z;htiy sznaller tiian the incre;..cati.r-;^; deflection.
iCTi-.: i.ie increu.ei^tin,-,: inf oarraation is cont:iine.i xi. th^ iX;-,iia cor
vvord.
Figure 6-^
.X:Ai:.ple Ox the Trace Produced by Charactei'S
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allow a bri.i,hter than normal displa ;ters for pui-.joses of
superimjposing data over a baclcf' round or radar display. The ior..iat
is shown in Fi.c,-iire -1. ."- e bit --.ttrr" of the^-i information bits
sots flip-flops . icii C-introl thsf-ie vions ti'iroughout the cur-
rent strin ;. The size oeloction is limited to only three out of a
possible four i-.s uo ;.eed is seer; for tlie lar ' :cter..3. TV:e
craracter size hAS a direct relation with tne j^osition iiiCreiient
length. As t-:e vectors and c^aractex-s use tl'.e sunie Dosition
co'-inters, the ciiaracter sizes v;ere adc^tc' '-. • :. i^i.^j.-^,..<:ixx, a..,i ,>...o
designated for vector ien£;;th3. The variots codes for ciiaracter
control are siiown in Figure 0-5. The noruial character sizes are
the 'i,d or ok per display width. L..e o.- .ill s-^ze vv_i.o iucorporated t'o
allow for possible futi-^re pi.otO;;,i-aph2/ techniques which could allow
Icir ;,e juantities of printed text to .'rrnanently recorded for
later pi'o.ecticn. , iie direction of increiaentin^ vcters within
a string is normally to oe left to ri aht as in a printed page, but
for possible labelinfj of graphs or f. oints, a down incren'.ent ^a-j
been incluaea. This va.i easily incorporated as tne ca La^-s
c.n be jj,ated into tlie minus si:]e of . counter for j.i:lle ...^re




oise Information (2 bits)
Code Interpretation
00 Chariicter 3ize is 1/128 of full scale deflection
01 Character size is l/o4 of full sc.ile deflection
10 Character size is x/3-- of fulj ^c.^^e deflection
Increiuenti:;,_, .Lnformation (1 bit)
Code laterpretat:^ on
Successive characters are iiicrer.ented to the right
1 successive characters are incremented vi^rtically downwrard
Intensity Infor.riation (1 bit)
Code Interpretation
iv'omal intensity
1 Brighter tixan normal intensity





7. Design of the Input, Output and Control i'unctions
]n order to Gominit the requirements of Chapter ~j to iiardvvare,
a Guitable sut of rules in the rorra of logical circtiitry .iWM^t be
desi,,';ned to allow for the establishment of com!..unications betv/een
the V rious units of t :u .-./stem, ^'nd the collection and transfer of
date, betiveen these units.
i'he establishment of cofULiUnications ;.ith the computers is
accotirplished v/ithin the standard structure of senoe .nd sel^^ct com-
maiids of tie Control Jutii ....rporation lou and iu>j > . ijiiese cOii.;..ands
and tiie control signals have been docu/i^ented in the coiripany >;i-j.nuals
/I/, Ic/ and iiave been included as Appendix Z to t.iis thesis. Ail
reference to commana stx-uc i.ures will oe maae in octc.l" notation
instead of the actual oinary notation. The requireiuent that the
computers can be selectiv^;ly loC'^ed out of the S"stem >>laces an
adaitional restriction on th.e deco.;e functions. Jt v./<^s decided
that in tJie individual computei' operation modes (i.e., IGO oiily or
16_^t- only), tcie select codes for the oth.er cpmputer v/oulri be un-
iquely xoci-.ed out. In the combinod operation j.ioue (."ooth'), tiie
restrictions were lifted, and the computers c ^i, cross select to
control the flow uf inCormatiun. For example, it ia possible for
ta.e 1 j'U to select an interrupt co.-i.tion for t!ie 1 .. tnis moae,
i he only arbitrary aecision concerns the flovi? of manual input
(i.e., eyboai'ds, traci" ball and ranje switc-). In t^e h:;ot';' i..ode
aij. manual inout ^elects are ^atea so that the data is input i.o the
1-C^f.
The i-e^uest for information or ;.oLion oy n cOi.i, ^ter is indi-
cated by a 12-o:' t external fv'nction code being tr^^nsmitted to all
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fjeripheral equipment along '.vith any control signals .. ver their
separate lines. Fi-om a .Jtudy of all cedes assigned to actual or
propoijed. peripheral equipiiient for t..e co:,.puter3 , it was fouiul that
tiie 7XXX series of codes was not designated. This 7XXX sei-ies v.';;.s
chosen as the unique code sjries of the DD-c5.
In order to continue furtner into the design of the control
structure of the DD-65, it next became necessary to preciselj"" de-
fine the various inputs and outputs and their inter-r^jlationships.
The structure of the display words to be trans feri'ed from the
computers to tlie DD-65 has been described in Gh ipter 6. These are
the only data channel in;:uts to the system from the com:iuters. The
transfer of the "strings" of display inicrmatl en is to be by normal
couii.uter output blocks. The DJ-65 i.iust, t;:en, have tne provision
for recognizing comiricinds from tlie coi^puterc , to select thi.;> trans-
fer, anu to set up a ready - resume"' system of si,;tials to control
the input of the blocK. of inforiuation. These t .c ti-ansfer channels
have no restrictions set on thetij b,' ot'"er data ..;des of the .^sst-.-..:,
but cney should be ;;iutually exclusive.
The aigiti.zed radar infonr.atic n is a sequence of words from
tiie radar cViaiinel to one of Liiree -lu-riible teriiin-^l enuipments,
i.e., the Ic
-4, tJje loO or t'>e auxi. iary c ur.el. The sequence is
controlled by a counter which successively gu tes in the 11 bits 01
X and t' e 11 bits of Y, and has proviojon Tor extending this to
gate in ei::ht bits of height infori^.ation. These eight bits of
elevation axlov/ an angular resolution of aoout 1 '4 degree. This
sequence is triggered by an externi'lly prodticed target jjulse .vi.vcii
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is manufacture.! ir^m the video by the detection circu.'i.t. This in-
put er;taily two levels of selection to be made by the select coae
used. Triese are: (a) The c/;oice of one out of three :o;i.jible
ter:i.in-itn ons for tj^e information and (b) L se selection of accept-
ing the rudar ii.ior:A...tion excl.,Give of ail ctner inputs to tne
Dj-65 except from the coru;,utera.
The t^roup of nanual inouts from the operator's console can
only be directed to the computer as3i;j,-ned by t.;e mode sv/itct; (as
described in this section). This "Places tl'ie re^juire/nent for only a
single inr.ut selection on the select code. The selection is to be
exclusive of all other normi^l input selects.
There is one otlicr unique inT)ut necessary frojn the DD-C5 to
the Control "Oata Cc)rpora.ti on I'.O. Phis is t;;e response to a
''status request''. This response should be selectable to the ex-
clusion of all oti.er inputs Vi/hen the pro.jram on the I60 i3 checking
for tiie occurrence of conditions at the^^D-;5. The response is
coded into a one out of twelve response. In this way, if iiore than
one recogi-izable condition lias occurred, the response v/ill include
them, and it is up to the IfoO oro,,ram to check for Lhe conditions.
The "status response" selection is disabled when in the "160^4 only"
mode. Note tliat the luU^ operates the sensing of com^itions of the
periiiheral equipment in a different manner. It uses a separate
control signal to denote that the condition has been met.
To expand on the manual inputs, t;:e follov/ing separate pieces
of infor-..ation are generated:
a. X track ball 9 bits
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b. Y track ball
c. T'verlay
d. AixXic^Q svYitch
e. Symbol keyboard (number 1)
f. Control keyboard (number 2)
The X and Y traci-- ball ini oi'iu-ition iias beei> \l-^&q separately
selectable to keei) the yD-65 output re^^ister to leas than 12 bits
so thut tiie same output re ,ister and usage rules may be used by
both t':e IbO axid l6o^. The overlay and the control keyboard 'jave
been combined into a nine-l^it output, as the ir.ethoo of interpertin^^
the commands of the control keyboard is dependent on the overlay
vvhich snouid control tiie program packai^e. The range switcn and the
symbol keyboard are treated independently.
The i.de of li^ht feedbacks to the console operator (in con-
Junction ivith the control Keyboard; aictatea the neec. foi' additiona-L
select code requirements. These select codes xm used to turn on
or off any of t;ie lights as oci.ited .ith the control keyboard,
Tuere is no restriction on tr.e use of these selects as they have no
inter-action with t;.e inputs or outputs.
One other ?no''e 01 opery.tion to be incorporated is that of t'.sini^
the interrupt feature available on the Cortrol Data Corporation loO^
,
These selections reed not be uni'-ije or exclu.iive as the portion of
t' e Tro:r:Am entered when an interrupt occir: can oe made to seiise
i';.;ich of tiie selected iiiterrupts aas occur-red,
A general diagram of the control function circuits is shown











































reneral 'Mock Diagr-.m of Contra functions
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rhe i:;anual inputs v-^ill not be specified in fctail i:i ovrier to
precisely aeiiue tlie nocestJux-y coim;:ands, x'.ie K.70O-:.r.^3 cou.l o
a rnaximum of ok possible ^-/u. This is specified by the aliov/ed
six bits ii the keyboard codtG. ." order ,o determine t::e neces.ar./
number oi' symools neecjea for keyboard number oi\e (the symool ^^ey-
board), a comparison was made of tie symbol sets required for
vari'^us !ro ram-..ing language'.. T'r.e coin.xirioon included t::e assemb-
ly prograriis AS-2 .i'd/ ar.d o-Ji-A^ /2.:'/, the busineas oriented com-
piler COBOL /2^/, and the al^^^^ebraic comuilars _ . .K /2^/,
Mi.LI.\C /26/, and jrVIAL /Z?/. In addition to t . jet, it
v^as also neceiisary tu include .t certaii: few ^ditiii^ -.eys. These
are "carriage return", "tab'', and 'space'. The cloice of codini^,
for the symbols '/vas Biade using the criteri t'l-t standardizat-ion of
the code would be de::3irable. Tiie coding thdt ev.lved i expan-
sion of the basic "Binary Coded Decimal" (BCD) which is standard in
most inyut and output equipments not having a provision for upper
and lower case. The code "00" was not assigned an input symbol,
but the key was included on the keyboard so it can act as an alter-
nate space code. This allowed 60 symbols to oe assigned to the
reiuaining codes. The final assignment is s'riown in i^'igure 7-2.. 'Vhe
physical layout of the keyboard was 'ola.ned to separate the t ; o
major functions of its use. A standard typewriter k.cycoard and a
tabular type nuir.eric keyboard were for.Ged by iraking the -xey covers
of .;> different color tb.an the s oecial i^eys .^round tliem. Thio
should allow easier identification of these areas of the iceyboard
for ;:.ore efficient usage. The bA^-key keyboard w^xs bought as a com-
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Figure 7-2. Symbol Character Codes
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^.)lete packai^e. Additional io ^ic v/ is incorporated to ... iice the unit
co:;ii.atibie with t :e "rei\dy - resume" signals of tl.is system. The
iieyboard layout is shown in i!'i;,-ure 8-5.
The control keyboard (keyboard nunioer two) is a collection of
function desi^3nators. The propcsed usage for them is for calling
routines and subroutines for aid in console usage. This keyboard
is also closely associated with the overlay and the light feedoack
features. There are three groupings of owitc'^es in this control
' eyboard (see figure ^5-5). T'-e first group is a 20-s..itcl. li.atrix
which io i.sed in conjunction with the overlays. The unctions ^jer-
fori:.ed by each s/jitci- are en_r,raved on tl;e plastic overlay 'anel
'.vhich fits around the switcies. The coiriputer can i.^.^ -auj-xiA te
selectively any switch or sv;itches under program control to present
a ''guided'' choice to tii.e operator for his actions. The ei.,^..,. t over-
lays available give a choice of systexa pro.^ra. o callaDle from a
si.'.igle library tape. The second group is a teii-switch unit v/hich
is also under coinputer control for light feedback. T?iese are not
a0s9ci.--.ted with changeable overlays and are intended to perform
functions vvhich are coriimon to all overlays. or instance, one of
these keys could be labeled "display trac:: ball symbol on left
tuce '. The last group is a diamond of four switc. es .. ich are in-
ten.J.ed to be used in editing symbols. Tl-ey can be used to activate
routines to move a uic^rker ovjr the f^ice of t'-e displays. This
marker can be used to indicate the i^osition for v/ritiiig or erasing
the r:ext character. The movement commanded b.y these switcr?es is
intended to oe increu.ental in nature .".s opposed to t e "continuous"
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nature of the track ball. Tliese four keys c.re not aissociated with
the com^juter controlled ii.Jit feedback feature.
The codir.g of keyboard number two is n.ade up from a '.iiode
raatrix wnich was designed to use the miniiKUis number of diodes. ihe
co'-cini. of these 'cey. is shown in .. igux'e 1-^j, The depresoion of a
key in keyboard tv/o sets up a ready c>.,.ndition which is held until
tlie computer samples the lines and releases the register. Tiie over-
lay code io transmitted along with ti-^e control keyboai^d code v/lien
the input from keyboard number two is sampled. The overlay code is
generated o.y the presence or absence of a contact post in tr:e three
bit positions of each overlay panel. This allows for coar.gin^- tlie
overlay code v/ith a change of the overlay, and lence, to be able to
change the labels associated with each of the 20 switches in ti^e
iiiatrix.
The X :^And Y trackoall generators are nine-bit siiaft position
encoaers wiiose outputs are in ' G a/ C:)de" /pO/. The outputs ;ire
converted to binary code for use in the computer. This coordinate
information is always available and neeu only be selected by tlie
coi.iputer to sample the value.
The radar display ran ;e switcr, is an eight- posit ion switch.
Ti.ere are seven selectable I'anges and an off position. i'.e codes
are shov;n in Figure l~h. The switc'. has the diaal i unction of con-
trolling the radar video presentation and providing the computer
with a measure of range correlatj-on f^r making computation^ on

















































Keyboard 2 - Function S.vitch Designation










J- unction switch Codes
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iiow thcit all inputs and outputs ;.re defined, it is possible to
assign select and sense cdes, and desij^n the lofiic. Two editing
functions were .^dded to the sense and interrupt functiono. T'lese
were tne Keys ''carriage return" and "tab ' of : eyboard one. fhese
were included as special cases of t-^eyboard one for the possibility
of processing a word or a group of words on a functional command
instead of processing; sin.;\,le characters. The sense codes are listed
in Figure 7-5. The select codes -..re listed in Figures "^-t and ?-?,
All the function codes are in the 7XXX series. The primary
decode is done by checking for the coincidence of a 7XXX and one of
the external function signals from the coffii^uters. In the "both"
mode of operation a time shared check is made of the exteriial
function lines from the l60 and l6o4, Tlie checking rate is r.';.pid
enough to return to sample each computer vit) in the ei,:,ht nicro-
seconds that ti « .unction pulse is -jresent. Cnce the initial 7XXX
is recognized, a pulse is formed .vuich samples the lower nine bits
of the code and sets the selected flip-flop (or in the case of a
sense code for the l60^, allows an ^.atput pulise to oe formed con-
ditioned on the sense).
The ability to clear all the select ilip-fl.ps has been in-
corporated using the external clear lines of the computer in control
(as selected by the mode switch). In addition to these possibi-
lities, ti e "clear/start" control foi" the DD-o5 memory will clear
all select flip-flops. The overall diagram of the control logic
is shown in Figure 0-2.
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Saiise Coi;.:i:i. ti c;
n
Keyboard nc . 2 hit




Keyboard lic . 2 not hit
Keyboard no. 1 not hit
Carriage Return not hit
Tab not hit
No radar target
iveyboard no. 1 selected
Radar to AUX selected
Radar to IbO^ selected
Radar to l60 selected
DD-65 froiu iGoh selected
DD-65 from 160 oelected
Keyboard no. 2 selected
1604 oense 160 cianse























select Track Ball X
1604 IGO
(JCj; U 1 i-iri li.-. L)
7102 7102 oooxxxx;.axxx
Select TracK Ball Y /± 7104 UOOy-yYYYYYYY
Select Kancce M'itch 7110 7110 OOOO',,
-elect -veyboard 2 plus Overlay 7120 7120 OOOV\/V.'r>\'j^F
Select rieybo.;.rd 1 7l40 7l40 OOOOu....
elect Keyboard 2 plus Overlay
,vith Interrupt on -.ey-liit
Select Keyboai'd 1 with Interrupt
with Interrupt on Key-hit
Select Keyboard 1 v;ith Interi'upt
on Carriap:e ?;eturn
7103 71 3 * 000VVVFFFF.el^^
7105 7105* OOOOOOF
7111 7111^ sy . . 1 . w o u e
.elect Keyboard 1 with Interiupt
on Tab
7121 7121* OOv^^^wv. y ..aij code)
select Radar Info to loO^ v^ith
Interrupt on i<eceipt of Target i-ulae
oeler^- Radar Info to Auxiliary on
iieceipt of a Target Pulse
..elect '-.adar Info to lo04 on Re-






-Select Kadar Info to loO on Re-
ceipt of a Target M'lse
oelect ^'>u -uatu^ riesponse
/.r.A* 7004 Sarne
7u^iO* 70^k; See I'x^are 7-3 for
160 Sense i^e3pon3eo
SejLect n-.'Ci'a i-i.;i.iGry .paate Irom IoOh /ui-.-y /ui---- i.'one-oee ji'i^o.i-e j-1
for Uodin-- Info.
select i.~ .ord memory upd te xror.i 1 .,0 /020* 7020 iione-'^jee x^'in-ure o-l
fo r C ., din . •: Info.
On lou o:.ly - all uanual inputs to t;-e
all manual inputs to the i604.
"
.disabled selectively on 160 only or
x"iffure 7-0 S-elect Function Codes
loO; on X'^J'r o.wj.y or ;.;oth -







Select Light 1 B -On,
Select Light ] B-Off
Select Light a. ..-On
Select Light IC-Off
Select Light ID-Cn



















oelect Light ox!i-0.tf 77^M 77'-l
Keyboard 2-Light Designation-- A 't * * *
* * if *
c •t- * *
u * +
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-elect Function Codes for Light Feedback
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u, liystej/i Implementation and Conclu-sions
The preceedini;^ chapters described the de:_ii_,n details of the
functions to be performed by the DD-ib';, The complete block diagramo
for the I)iJ-5^'' are shown in Figures 8-1 and S-;^, The physical design
of the unit rouuires over 1,500 lo.jic cixxuit card.!. In addition to
these components, a number of power supplies and trie deflection cir-
cuita for the display tubes are required. This large number of com-
ponents, a number of power supplier, ana the deflection circuits for
the display tubes are renuired. This large nuc.ber of components
prohibited a aini);le cabinet design for the equipment. The digital
lo.;,ic hao been placed in a separate cabinet -.vhich also contains all
the low volta^;,e .-'Ower supplies for the di^yital circuits and the data
line terminations from the computero. The operator's con.sole con-
tsiinc'i the i-ianual inputs 'ind the uiiiplay tubes as well ati tne high
voltage t'Owor supplies to control the display tubes. Also incor-
poratud ill tbo operutor'.-. console are tha digital to analog conver-
sion cirguitu ,-n'i tl^e radar viioo circuits.
The Qufcii'O aysLeiii ulock diaij,rai/: is »hown in Fi 'ure 6-3, i'he
pulae uiiij.>l.l N or , video araplil'ier, and video qu^^^itizer are designed
for iiiij'isii,aiitation on tli-a same sizo printed circi'.it c^rds an are
uweu ii: t: il,i.^;ital circuits. This allows these circuits to oe con-
taifi^d uitiiih bh,© lOii'ic cabinet oT the J)U-65, The final confi.^ura-
tion oi fcha ,DL)-65 l^^d to tn^ proi^otsed pi icement of tl^e equipmont in
the jJiy^itai ikUtOu^tion and Cuntiol Lubo.T'ator^ aa shov/u in i'lc'ure 6-4,
Til© iiietaliation «hould bo cojupleted by Au^uat l->v2.
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I'lje syatei.'i, ais deiii^ined, ailov/s t\ ,;^reat deal of 'jro^raiJiiLirxg
floAibilit,y and , thererore, a similar flexibility in reapect to
u.se of tiKH OjHirator ' 3 co/uiole. Ho attenrot will be rn-ide here to
flo'.v-chart or dict;\te the troe of ayateio i)rosraiJis ho be uaed with
Lhe iJD-b5, but a broad overview of poa^ible functiona will be undcr-
taivozi. T^'ie discusaion will be sjl.'aiLe'.] bov/ard i^pecification of
libelo for trie various over]a^a and operator keys. ;iee i-'ljure 8-5
for M (.•.iai.,ram of entire operator's con:ic-le,
'X'ho basic «et of oi;;'' t overlays could be specif iod ao fol-LO.vs:
a. Air ^jurvelence and fli,_-ht following;
b. ixir intercept And control
c* PrOiirain composition and de-bufj;sing
d. jervomeohanism deaiijn
ei. i^etwork synthesis
f. Library inforuiation retrieval and update
g, Linear proa-ram. .lin^!; paclcace
h, ^t'^^tistiCw^l arialyaifs pacicage
Ad.iittonal sat'a t,if ovorlays coulH be used by merely chanviny; the
fjysfcern library tap© in the computing center. Thoae overl.'.y.3 have
bwurity unique function key a availalile for uso which h we the l.ubels
a@-"iocit\ted .vitb bhem chan^^ed each time ti>© overlay ij changed.
ThifJ© IftbQla tind, iionce, the fvro,t.;rai'iimod functions ^fiould include
only thoa© functiona v/hich are not conn on to .^11 uaa;-,e overlays,
I'h© individual l^tbula and as.?ociat«d programs can be determined
uiiAy by iictnully outlining each ovurlay pro;,,rura in conuiiieraD.i.e de-
t'^'il. A few poauible functionfts that could be iUsaoclated vd.th the
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"pro •..ramming'' overlay are the i.>election of the various lanci;ua._^es
to be used fox- coding. T'lese lanp;ua^.,e select keys would set up a
format subroutiiie for acceptinjj; "symbol keyboard" information. For
instance, the "tab" key v/ould produce character spr^cinij; which would
be compatible with the foriiiat normally used to input the languaf^e
to the computer. <"urther "step process" key.i could be labeled for
tlie sturiij.; of a completed proj^ram on a rrmgnetic tape library or
for a 'trace" mode of running for de-bu^^'ging purposes,
Tiose functions v;hich are common to all overlays are to be
controlled by the ten function keys wnich are associated vvith lif^'lit
feedbacks, but whose labels are not changed with the overlay change.
r.ue possible set of functions to he programmed with these keys are:
a. Tube "o" display
b. Tube "1" display
c. "Display" track ball
d. "Hook" track ball






T'i@E»© functiona are tentative, but the set o !.' functions described
ar^ common to all the F'^oposed overlays, and the suoroutines in-
volved should nut t'ike many cellti of the memory to implement. The
track ball ..sequence, a^3 proposed, v/ill entail calling for the dis-
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play Oi the ti^;.ick ball on a -lai^ticular tube, and then the operator
c .ij i;:uvu the di.splayed "TB" syjnbol to tiie cieGired position by i..ove-
i'lent of the tract: ball. The "hooic" tracic ball can then be executed
v.hich can h;ive various meanings dejjonding on the usa,;e ov^^-Tlay,
Possible useo of "-;ook" v.ould be to insert a point or sytnbol at the
de3i:,nated .'.jpot on the dijpl:-v or the j3ro(;e.^.> could be revt^i 3ed, and
inforMabion corcernin^ the point wjiich :.s deai^'nated. by the ".C3"
symbol could he diBplayed, 'I'h© "dr'jp" track ball could be executed
after either a "display" or "hook''. This function command could
mean to del«te a symbol or point from the display or drop the "TB"
wyiiibol and/or the amplifyinji; information called up by tne hoo'c. The
"Load", "ytart", and "Stop" functions are proposed to be associated
with tne handling of (display data within t^ie computer. i''or instance,
to on tor R line of data could mean to j).l.ace it into permanent stor-
age locati.oii for procefsoin/j," after the temporary (for display pur-
powea) in.Connation hao been veriTied as correct.
The reii.alning; four function kayo are to be marked with direc-
tion arrowEj and are px'opoaed to be uood to raov© an eri.itin,]; symbol
ov@r tiie ehosen diiaplay tube for purpoaoo of locating: the poioition
for typing in or ©rauina' information.
The aetuqvl opuration of a syuteui ng proposed would require an
QVi^rla.' to Pe iuaerted and a library load dx«cat<5a. Trie computer,
whQii rtaUy to eow.-.'^nce, would li-iht tne 'uturt" proceoe light. The
ep©ratgr, uj?on depreaain/j,' the "start ' proeeaa button, cauoos the
eetupufcyr to drop tli® aeluct.od :il.;ht and atart tlirouyh the executive
prufeiraffj. Upgn reaehin/^,; vurioufc* pointa in tiia pro4!;rarus where infor-
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f.'iation is needed from the operator, V'-iriouo li.-^ht.'i or .;roups of
li£;ht,';3 f'.r'G ijelecte(i, "ori" by the coij.f/uter, I'lie function labels
asoocia ted with tlie lit^^i.ts outline tlie require..! ;.>ction or inputs
to be initj.n.ted by the operator. lu tiiis mannor ui.' re;)l,y-reqi..:est-
display, tha nuxn can thread thirou^jh the pro;jT-.im3 in close associa-
tion >'/ith tlie computer until the operator ciiooaes to otop the pro-
cosa b,y depressing the "stop" function key.
It is felt that the flexibility in usage of the command con-
jole and tats ypeed and packing- density of the dinplay information
ivill provide an expcrir.iental device for i.;in-com>Juter syateiiis v.hich
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D^ZK^ii ;.ii;Gr)AJ:aZATTr;:' P}?nn- ..,-
Descriotion, use ana coding of a ' ontrol Jat.i CJcirpor^.tlon 1-0^
program for Jiiechaniziujj ;;ortio;;s of the design of digital equipments
using r:ontrol Data Corporation tvpe lo;;3x caras a,.rid foi-mat.
i'his appendix is written in stb,ndard ''Co-op'' prori'ram descrip-
tion rorm.
ji.xaffi,;leo of oample outputs and ini)uts are shov;n in Fi,-7ares ^-'i
throutch ^-7 of tliis thesis.
1.
orA"'riization.




Title: Card Asoignment and V/iring List Assembler for Control
Data Corporation Itiput File of riquations
Categoi'y: ;.0;;ical .Oeoi/^n Aid
Prosraiiiicer : C. G. L-.iVson
Date : 30 January 19^2
B. PUHPOSfi
This routine is a cornposite of two sefvarate functions:
1. It coi.ipiete.i a file of equations and assigns c;..rd types to
each eqaation for a given set of in,;ut equatioiis.
d. it also cor.iputes and lists a wiring table if chassis loca-
tions for each section are designated.
In ordei- to accomplis]! the fir^t function, a magnetic tape con-
taining punched card ii.^ages of the in.yut equatior;:; are processed by
coiiipiling an input table for the entire set of equ.v.tipijs. Tliis
table is then searched to nake up a list of out.)uts for eacli card.
The nuiiber of inputs and outputs are then counted and logic cards
are assigned, based upon the consti-'aints of the family of cards.
Certain special cnrd types may be designated in the equation state-
ments by special symbols. The nuaber of cards required are counted
during tliis process, and any erroneous equations are r^oteu. The
output at this i3oint is a raagnetic tape having the oi'i ,inal input
equations, each followed by a line containing tbe card type anu a
list of output destinations. Also, for any erroneous equations a
star is placed in the left colunn adjaqent to tlie equxitions,
i'oll-.\.ving the equation file on the tape is a list of tiic card types
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and the total nutnber of eacli required for the deoi-Ti.
'i'l'ie second part of the I'^^ogram adds to ti-e output tape a v^iring
tabulation of the intercard v.'irea. In ordei' to )xia-..e up 'wire tabfj"
the local.ion of eacli section J:;u3t be designated. ).hii s ia done by
addirin^ the location infor.'nation to the 'ounche'"'! care! for each equa-
tion. Tt'e program i:-; tJian run .vith jo-uix, Jcey one set and with an
inuut of a aia,;netic tape cont-iinin/-; the pu»icl;ed card images of t.lie
equation..^ and locations. Vhen there is a cl^oice of v/irLi;, i.;etv;een
poii'.tG, the pro.^ran cowparas lengths and aaui ,-ug ti'ie 8}iorte.:.,t
interconnection po3Giole. f e outiut io no.v a r.'ia,;jr;.etic tape ..vitich
contc.inu all of the outj.Jut liats.
i'he purpose for oeparatinr; the progx'am outputs is due to con-
sider ticn of desi.-j'n procee-lures . In .iiost cayes \,hQ file of erua-
tiond are v/ritten from 10{>;ic diagrams v;hich do not necesoarily snow
all the output v/ires. The clarity of the diajrans is improved if
f'.iv/er interconnection lines need be shown. Therefore, the type card
cari.ijot al'f/ays be asijigned before finding hov; i/;any outp-uts .re
neeued, ,i.lso, if tae total nu;r.ber of outputs re uired are riiore
than the le.^-al possible nu; ber of out .uts, parallelii.^ of signals
io nece.-ioary, The^e considei^ations dictate tUat tJie coin ^letion of
a design be done iij two parLw. The fii^i^t part i.j to find out tne
card types neccjsary arui to point out any errors ixi the equations.
Tie location for the sections may now be assigiied bused upon tl.e
Knovvledj^e of card types and, also, any cox ructions may be entered
into the iiiput e.-uations by changing]; t;.e erroneous punched Co:.rds.
T}:e new inputs will now allow the out out of all t'le desired lists
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3.. 0'! bioctal tape at present tirie
b. -;t-;rt location _ =500J
c. xiuccessrul coiiipletion leaveo lOuOO in U
2. --vrp;u:.ientG ; none
^* -'^'"'Sce required; 100J celiG





7. x^rror sto^js ; ^jk^v in U if output ci\iter:'a not satisiJ-ed
(,..a.y 'je restarted if desired as errors ivill be indicated un
ri.nto;.! t
)
-loj) in I if inconoistanciejp in desi;5nation
are encountered
b « Input and output tape mountings :
a. Input
:
(l) oource Luvj---' : - [• -^'2
b. ^"utput:
(1) Output t:;..,;e A: Gh k TU3
V. I npu t . -i. n d. o u t
p
a t rorinats :
a.. Inaut: BCD 80 cliaracter card irriage ox input equations.





(1) Input for card aGsi^^nxaent only (..'ump key 1 not set):
(a; iijc.ch terii. must ccjnsist of four al'tji)anuj.:eric
ch;.a^:;cters«
(b) The function i.'.ust be t-'C fir.st tviru of the
Qqiiation.
(c) T-e only x-estr:; ctionis on spacing or locations on
the card is that columns 7> throui^;h 8o be set
^fiide for insertion of location when a.i.ii^'ned,
(d) IJie follov.'inij, cn;*ra,ctc3ro are defined as opora-
tcrs .vheij used in a logical e;uicition;
space +-*/()_,..
(e) All entries follov/ing ./.**,() are treated
au remarkt-5,
(f) A Kjaxiwura of l6 input terms may be lUied in an
equatior^
(i^') A maximum of 100 out out uaes will be coiupilod
for .A function
(h) ,.!j(aii inserted anywhere i'o'l,lov/i ni': the equation ^
thsjise Jiiyiuboli'* define uniciuo lypo.'S of cards:
'
^°'^''
.;;.'f^'^Q £ii^ji. irivartftr-j (a..;riea 10 and <ifO)
* fiip-flopu (aQriets 30} (cue
flip-flop per card)
it input c ai" d u ( u 1 ) ( t n i, • e e i n -
v©rt6?r9 i'^r card)
/ out|5ut card!.i (u2) (three In-
vtrtars per eard)
,










siijgle inverter (33'j) (three
inverters per card)
diode fanoufc (SO'i ) (throe set
of three aiodes eagh per card)
(i) If flip-flops (series 50) de.?3i:,nated , the p£j.r
input et;;uationo should be an jacent , and the im-
plicit input should be t..e first O^i ter"i.
(2) Input i'or cowjjlote prof^rain (ju:/iiJ key one set;: In
adilition to (a) through (i) above, tiie locatJ.pr* i.iust
be typed into colntins 71 through bO axi'i ohould iiave
t,.e follov-zinf- f orn'.at
:
11 7b and 7') So
RO.V CGIUM! oiiJCTIOr^
.-L thru K 01 thru 9v .1. for 10 series
A oi- C or 'dO and 30 series
or cloci: oOk
A,B or C for 6 J series or ojb
>olur:ino 7: thx-ou^jji 76 can be used to identify
cpha.iois,
b. Outputs: 120 cliaracter line imape in proK;r<:ira control
formi.t for listirig on output tape A.
(1) Outputs fo^ card as3i^;iTiKiexit only ( jurr.^) l:ey 1 not set)
(a) coiiuriaiits lines where applicable
(b) in at ecp-xation lines as read in
(c) outwut lines with card type followed by list of
outp..t locations ( f ollov/inj^' eacli input line)




(e) I.t any erroi'3 occu;r, ^vich as too ..any in;oi;ts or
outputa, no .iKoir;,nh.ont is ;,i,'ide and an erx'ur
sy:nbol is placed in the ou, ^t line (cilon,-, with
an eiTQX- stop),
(2) Outputs for co.'ivolete pro.^jram (jump key one set):
(a) as above
(b) input erudition lines rdnus the iocation infor'/ia-
tion
(u) output li:es with location and card type
follov;ed by list of output locations (follov.dn;^,-
each input line)
(d.) cis ahove
(e) tabulation of wiri: ,^^' datc\ containing tJie
folio i:'ing:
(e--i) oritj,in and destiiiat:i on by ro;/, coluiiin aiid
pin nupbor, if aa intern.;.! card or by
desi.^-nation ix" extern-il input
(e-2) designations of the above ori.^^in and
(destinations
(e-3) ./ire len._^t]i in inches
(e-A-) separation of .J^Ded groups by 3y;..bol * in
left coluiun
lu, Selective jump and stop 3ettin;;;.s :
a. virst i'un: n.: ne - to obtain card types




il. rii.d/i_>£: depe:iciG on mincer of i.iput eq-.'ationo
^''' accuracy ; not- api-ilioable
13» Caubiona to .laer: No tape errors ''.•u c);.ecked ii; tlie
routirie,
"^''
• . V : u
i
;•> I'nu n t c on. figuration : loO^t- with two I'joV ariit.-^;
1^>07 tape Mouiitirijs to j.xicilude a "ocj'atoh ti.pe" on Ch^ i'U^i
1,). oforeuces
:
a. loO^t- Cgn.puter Instruction r>ook, Vol. 1, Description
and Operutions, Control Data Ci,r uoration
b. loOA- CouM'utor Instruction ':oolc., Vol. 'd^ Principals of
Operations, Control "i.ta OorporatJ.on
c. iit LobQri/iMji and ;-., ..'elnbert;er , Formal Procedures :for
Connactin;:;; Teriiiinals with a. i'dniu.um Total /;irs Leni^th,
J. Adiiioc, 'Jomputinn; liichinory, Vol.
pp. ''+.Ey-^'K:J7, October, V)'y?
9>

Pa.oo 0. ;--.Ud. riilif'^ t-
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7i\ 7 5;.' COO




05010 7U 5 0*1,': 55
7k 7 52C00
05011 7U 7 5;^C06
75 0':.C4U




050 U 1? 07/?6
20 0'j2«»2





6|. 00 CO '3
05020 7 k 5202 2
7k 7 5^000
05021 7k 5 os:'/c
7k 7 5>(:oc
05022 7k 7 52 006
\ 75 0'j(;s7

























05035 7k U 05267
7k 7 142COO
05036 12 S 2 U 6
75 O'jC'j I
0503?' 75 k CbC77
50 OOCOO















































































































































































































05CJ^ ] 12 0':>:i\>2 Li:)A SPACif
2 0'5,.v/r SFA OOTRUK
050ii2 20 05^05 SFA 01.TIUJF+ lUO
12 0'j.?41 Ln\ TLivp
0'jC1i3 SO 00 coo hNi
« 7'j 0') 125 SLJ n SI- ARCH
0501; U 50 2 QOCOO 01 S ASS fc.Ml 2
50 3 00 COO ir vi I 6
ObOi^S 50 4 OOCOO bixil 4
0i>Uti6
50 5 QOCOO m S I)
10 (J oocoo I-; 'i A
05O',7 16 2 05..'5 5 ONf^ LHO 2 IKHIJF
50 oocoo 1:'^I I
;
050S0 5 C0C06 T^r alS 6
?0 0')24 I STA 1 t f< P
ObO^>] 10 OOCOO >-i^4A
07 00C06 L-S 6
050f>2 50 6 00C13 t^l 6 1 u;
50 OOCOO r.:^I
05G!-.i 6U 6 OS? 06 ens 6 Li ST
75 05C63 SlJ i'y TMRCE
0505U 10 6 OOCOO l;i'iA 6 (;
22 1 0SCS6 Ajr^ 1 / + 2
05055 U) 5 OOCOO rislA S
22 0SC^2 AJP C FIVE +2
050S6 10 oocro t^^ 6
15 0').?5i< SUi-' OKI rs
050^7 22 3 OSO/l AJP 3 FIVt-+l
51 6 7 ^ r^ I 'VI 6 -f
050<'.0 55 6 0SC61 I J P 6 /+]
75 0SC75 SLJ n 0.^
OSCf 1 5 5 6 0SC62 UP 6 /+]
75 0SC75 SLJ OR
05062 10 (/ OOCOO ti^jA
75 0SC6 7 i>uJ FCLM>
05063 70 OS.'>i» 1 T.in ilfj RAO T ,' ••' P
50 OOCOO L-I\II
05 06 4 5U 3 00C03 I SK 3 3
75 05067 SLJ n FCUK
05065 70 1 16 COO RAO 1 A L F A
51 5 OOCOl I\I 5 1
05066 51 1 OOCCl iiNI 1 1
10 OOCOO t-,^JA
05067 5U 4 OOCO^ FOUi< I SK u 7
75 0SC50 SLJ T'.^C
05070 54 2 OOCIO FIVI." 1 SK 2 10
75 0SC47 SLJ 0i\e
05071 54 5 00022 ISK 5 2 2
75 0SC73 Slj / + 2
05072 75 OS COS SLJ INPUT
50 OOCOO L iM I
05073 10 OOCOO LiVA
20 1 16 COO STA 1 ALFA
05074 51 1 OOCOl 1 .\ I 1 1
75 0jC7 1 SlJ /-3
05075 12 05455 0< LOA (; BIT4H
20 1 16CO0 STA 1 ALFA
05076 10 OOCOO tNi\
75 osc6r SLJ FOUR
0507 7 75 OOCOO Exriucr slj
10 oocoo fc:\A
05100 50 5 OOCOO c (^i' I 5
16 OS 2 70 LO(J OOTHUF+1
05 10 1 05 00 006 ALS 6
20 0S2iil STA T F N P
051C 2 10 OOCOO i. -'-JA
50 oocoo L.Ml
05 U 3 07 00C06 LLS 6
50 6 00CI3 LVil 6 1 ID05KU 64 6 CS206 LOS 6 LI ST
75 OS 107 SLJ C / + 3







































?2 05 172. AJP TfcNA-1
75 0';102 SL.J /-J,
50 onr(*o f- M 1
70 05>.i| 1 KAO TFKP
50 00 coo EiM G
54 5 00 f (1:5 ISK 5 3
75 C 05 10 1 SIJ /-7




hi ooc6o '1 f«l A K 1? X
16 2 05/ /'O LIJO 2 OUTBUr-^-l
50 oocoo I: MI
10 oocoo llhiA
50 OGCCG i:MI
07 00Cr)6 LIS 6
50 A OOCO^ L-M 6 7
<S4 6 052 06 tCS 6 LIST
75 05 120 SLJ / + 2
7S 05 122 SLJ /^3
50 OOCOO t-;M
5U 6 OOCOi' IVK .-5 /
7.5 05 11*1 SLJ /-u
5U ? OOCIO IfK 2 ac
75 05 1 li SLJ /-6
12 6 05 2 32 LI A /, C A 1502 I
20 05*05 SIA OLTKIJI i 1
12 6 OS;;?! L(A 6 C H 1 C i<
61 05/'r/' SAL (' EIGHT
75 05C77 SI. J txr:>.ACl
50 OOCOO lM n
S3 1 ^S'n\2 SFAKCH LIL 1 r L- \^ \> f J
50 6 OOC(U) Lr:I <, r-
16 06 113 SIX LI LC.VASI'
50 OOCOO i: ^.' I i' '^
66 1 16C00 .^1-0 1 A LI-
A
75 05 lit 1 SLJ C' HLILil
57 1 0/';?26 .SIL 1 «'.Cf-L:i?.
12 0/'226 UIA GCKlR
OU oocr.o IrKO c
22 05 1^1 1 AJP BLILIi
25 ()5^.-;o nvi I NO KM
23 OS uo Iv J P sevi'N
fif \ ^(IVb SIL 1 r.or-i-R
12 0/^*^6 Lf A ^,(:F^:R
21 051'?! S1Q DL-CKM
15 05; -^1 .stn OfcCKM
20 05i3 1 SIA DfrCl^^:
53 ^ 05j:';i LIL 2 OhCKM
16 06 1 1 i Ll'O LOASK
ii^ 7 16C00 LI L 2 A L ^ A
20 3
51 3
05 ^11 SIA :^> TiliTA
oocm I ^: I 3 1
12 05 21(1 SI^VEN 1.1.'
A
r f: r^f
75 05 126 SLJ K\ SIX
7h n 05202 3UlLn SLJ u FILL
50 ooroo C N
I
75 1 05 IM3 SLJ 1 /4 1
75 05U4 SLJ /f2
12 06C6A LP A HOLD
20 05? 70 SIA OUTHUt^i-l
55 3 05 1U5 UP 3 /H
?5 0516? SLJ PfsNONh
10 3 OOCOO tr 1 'i A --5 i^
15 C 05/U(' SUH SIGHT
22 3 05 150 A J !•' i / + X
l| 05251 Li A r»TAR
20 05;567 STA ouTinji-
72 n5;?':.3 KAO FLAG
75 05 152 SI J m
50 OOfOO \..M\ (;


























































75 d 05 16U
75 05 1/3
50 oocro



























































b N I '4 ?
1: N \ -5 c
SA'J C NIME + 5






LLS 2 *4 1)













L \ fl C A 1^12 1
ST\ 6 OliTf'.Uf-f 1
I.N I H
SLJ N I N h
i-in l) NCNh
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1 ; iN ^ 7:^*1.)
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05223 00 OOCOO OCT 5































































































































































05U56 50 1 00C?2 MASS 3 HNI 1 260
10 OUCOO 1, NA
05U5/ 20 1 06i;2^ STA 1 I COUNT
55 1 OHM 5 7 UP 1 /
05U60 75 u o'»/no PASSiA ^jLJ 4 INPUT2
50 OOCOO I.M









05464 75 4 05 7 05
50 OOCOO
Obi+6'3 75 *4 0571 /-
0bU66 n 8 Bg-iSe
6 057 13
05467 12 060 12
6 05 7 114
05U70 75 4 05 7 12
50 cocoo
05471 75 4 05717
50 OOCCO
05472 10 06 ISO
60 05 n 3
54 7.5 12 060 13
60 057 14
05474 75 4 057 12
50 COCOO
05 475 75 4 05717
50 COCOO
05476 10 06 155
6 057 13
05 477 12 060 14
60 05714
05500 75 »» 057 12
50 OOCOO
0550 1 50 5 OOCOO





05504 12 5 06 1 16
20 05271
05505 12 5 06r27
75 4 05512
05506 54 5 00 02 1
75 05502
05507 74 32 05
12 05 25 3
055 10 75 1 0551 1
76 05 COO




0551i 6 5 06 02
51 6 OOCOl
05514 65 060 17
51 6 OOCOl
055 15 6 5 06016
5 1 6 COCOl
055 16 65 060 15
5 1 6 OOCOl
055 17 55 6 05520
75 05532
05520 16 6 06 02 1
21 05243




05523 22 1 C552ii
12 06 107
05524 20 05244



























































































































































































































0S526 20 0^24 I • ST A TE^P
21 05?4U STQ () T (1- iv i> f 3
05527 12 05 2fi4 LDA TL-VP + 3
5 5 6 r,5522 i JP 6 /-5
05530 ' 12 05 24 1 Ln^ T !: 1^: P
lU 0524 3 A 01
J
TI:^P + 2
05531 20 05 2 74 STA Of T PUP +5
50 OOCCO tn {")
0553?
le i nm PHAGT i- N ^SUB 5U f !< 1 H
05533 22 2 5 542 AJP 2 THIKD
10 5 COCOO hNA 5
0553U 15 06C? S SUH DCUP
22 2 05 54 7 A JP 2 H A L F
05535 12 05274 [1 (-ST Li; A OUT-UJF + 5
15 5 25? SU!'. SPACH
05536 22 1 055'i0 AJ!> 1 OLILINt
12 u 05 <V>6 L.)A NC.\fc
05537 20 05 2 7'4 STA OUTBUF+5
50 OOCCO h M
I
055140 75 4 05 7 05 GUI Li'ltl SLJ 4 0UTPUJ2
50 00 COO !.: rj I
C55U1 75 055 12 SLJ OCTHCO
50 OOCOO i:- .^J
055U2 12 5 06C)(0 Till <D LDA 5 FC GUN 1-90
22 05 5 r? •\JP I TLST
05543 64 060 15 t:OS RFROO
,, 75 5 5!4 5 SLJ / + 2
055UU 12 060^2 L '\ AFHIRO
75 05 5'i6 . SLJ (J /^2
05545 12 0607 3 LCA R THIRD
50 00 COO i: V I
055U6 20 05 2 75 STA GLTf3Ur + 6
75 5 540 SLJ OLTLlNt
055U7 12 5 06C4 HALF LO.A. 5 FC0ur\:T-9rj
22 5 5 3 b AJP I TtST
05550 12 0607'+ LDA AHALF
20 05 275 STA OUTBUF+6
05551 75 05 5U0 SLJ ObTLliSib
50 00 COO L \ I
05552 12 05"-) 5 TEST LOA OLTRUF+lMn
50 1 00 COO L ;^ I 1 />
05553 64 05 25? tos SFACF
75 05560 SLJ TGST2
0555U 75 05556 SLJ
,
/ + 2
50 oocoo L '^ I
05555 75 5 05 7 3i^ TC-STl SLJ 5 CUT PIN
50 oocoo h .^ I
05556 75 4 05 705 SLJ 4 nUTPUT2
.
50 OOCivO i,. \ I
05557 75 05 '(6 SLJ PASS3A
50 oocoo hHl
05560 64 05 2 ?U rh5T2 tQS CA:-106 1
75 05 57 D SLJ MFXTl
05561 7 5 4 05 705 lOCD SLJ 4 0UTPUT2
50 oocnc t:NI
05562 75 4 05/00 SLJ 4 I.\PUT2
50 OOGOu L ;\i I
05563 12 1 06 1 5 4 LOA 1 CARn+ 140
20 c 0527 I STA 0UTBUF4 2
05564 72 1 06 05 6 XAO j FCOUNf+5
15 060 7 7 SUR TRIO
05565 22 c 5 566 AJP /+1
75 05 5 55 SLJ T; STl
05566 10 OOCOO t^a
2 1 0605 6 STA 1 FCCUMT+5
05567 72 1 06 04 5 \<^o 1 ICGUNT+ ]HD
75 05 555 SLJ Tt-ST 1
05570 64 0-^2 3 5 ivLXTI cf'wS Ca:ic62
75 05 655 SLJ i: NFXT2
05571 50 1 OOCOi t:\r 1 1
75 05561 S L J I ceo
05572 64 05 2 i'. 1 h 5 T 3 h(^S CA1Mj3 I
104

75 056 16 • 5 L vl ThST4
05573 50 6 00C12 tNl 6 ILL
75 4 05 723 SLJ U OHCODr^l
05574 75 4 0'W05 bLJ 4 0UTPUT2
1' 50 00 COO HNI
05575 75 4 05 7 0C SLJ 4 IN'FUT2
50 OOCOG L i^J I
05576 12 06C6 3 LOA p DRGNT
ebtsYf t^ 8 m9M DUO
75 0')6 12 SLJ TUY2
05600 1? I 06 124 Fro D LDA 1 CAKn+6
20 052/1 STA ()bTKU(- + 2
0560 1 10 C (J C (: 1 lr^M 1
20 06C70 STA FFFLG
05602 72 1 06 03 5 K '\() 1 ICCU\'l+6
75 5 05 7 34 SLJ 5 n U T P I M
05 60:5 75 i» 5 705 SLJ 4 0LTPUr2
5 00 00 i., 'N I
0560U 75 4 05 /OO SLJ 4 IMnJT2
50 00 COO ^f^a
05605 7 5 4 05705 SLJ 4 OLTPUT^i
50 00 COO t'Ml
05606 75 4 05/00 SLJ 4 1\PUT2
50 00 con L-iU
05607 12 1 06 124 Li^A 1 CAUn+6
20 05 27 1 STA ()UTaUF + 2
05610 12 05455 LOA H I 1 M H
20 2 16 001 STA 2 A L F A f 1
0561 1 75 05555 SLJ TLST 1
50 00 COO hfMl
05612 64 06C77 TRY 2 HOS T .< 1
75 056 14 SLJ rRY3
05613 50 1 COCO I LMI 1 1
75 05 600 SLJ FFCD
0561U 64 06C76 TkY3 i-CS 00 A
75 05.';65 SLJ if hRi^CRI
05615 50 1 00C02 ; : ^ i 1 2
7 5 05 600 SLJ FFCD
05616 64 05 232 Tt-Sf4 rQS CAhM^2 1
75 0566 1 SLJ T-ST5
05617 50 6 00C12 tlU 6 ICO
75 4 05 ('2 3 S L J 4 oi-'coui^n
05620 75 4 05705 SLJ 4 0UTPUr2
50 OOCOO -rji
05621 75 4 05700 S L J u I NPUT2
50 OOCOO Li'il
05622 75 4 05 672 SLJ u OLTCOurir
50 0' OOCOO .4 N
I
05623 12 06C63 LOA ORCNT
50 OOCOO i;NI
0562U 64 06C75 t- S CLINT
75 5 632 SLJ TRY6
05625 12 1 06 10 1 U.MC [5 Li A 1 OLVbNlJ
50 OOCOO ;:M
05626 65 0' 06C62 I'HS OCTcm
75 05 6 30 SLJ / + 2
05627 75 56 70 SLJ EKR0R2
50 OOCOO LMI
05630 12 1 06122 LOA I CAiM^ + 4
20 05271 bTA nLJTfHJF + 2
05631 72 1 06C3 3 11 AO 1 ICOOi^JT + 4
75 05 555 SLJ T F S T 1
05632 64 06 102 TliY6 i:0S SFxr
75 5 634 SLJ I \ V 1
05633 50 1 oocoi t:.\I 1 1
75 05625 SLJ u\'cn
0563U 64 Of)C15 INVl L-QS RFROO
75 5 6 4 7 SLJ II\V2
05635 12 1 06 075 INC r Li^A 1 QUI NT
50 OOCOO L '. I
05636 65 06C62 THS OOTCMT
75 0564 1 SLJ SFR20
105

05637 1? 1 06 1 16 . Lr)/\ 1 CA!(D
20 0')2y 1 ST/» 0UTr'.UF + 2
0S6l;0 72 1 06 v"):-
7
i-^AC 1 I COUNT
75 G 0'j5 55 SLJ n T I; S T 1
0S64 1 , 51 1 OOCl 1 Si:i<2C INI 1 9i:
12 1 06 I 16 1. P'A 1 CARD
0S642 20 052 7 1 ST A OUTI^UF + 2





05644 75 05555 SLJ r L- s n
50 oocro fti\I
0S6U5 10 ooccc ri\A
20 1 06C}^0 STA 1 I ecu NT + 90
056ij6 72 1 06 C// KAO I I COUNT
75 05 555 SLJ TeSTl
056*47 64 06 ICC INV2 |?0S DUG
75 05 6'^! SLJ c I'\V5
05650 50 1 OOCi 1 t WI 1 1
75 5 6 5 5 SLJ INCD
05651 64 06C77 iH\^ lCS J:<10
75 05 65 4 SLJ c IKMUr
05652 50 1 0()CC2 t- IS I 1 2
75 056.^5 SLJ IKCO
05653 64 06 C 76 INV4 h <;' s c QUAD
75 0567 1 SLJ Ei<R0R4
0565U 50 1 oocr i ^.NI 1 3
75 05 6.35 SLJ INCO
05655 64 05237 NO 12 tos CAK0S36
75 0565/' SLJ c N ;- X T 3
05656 50 1 00CC2 r Nl 1 2
75 G 0556 1 SLJ c ICCO
05657 64 052'4C Ku. >T3 ecs CAKOSCii
75 OS 57 2 SLJ I t S T 3
05660 50 1 0OC0 3 rM 1 3
75 05561 SLJ ICCO
05661 64 05236 TrVT5 fcWS CAROOl
75 05665 SLJ FRRORl
05662 50 1 00 004 L.\l 1 H
75 4 05 7C5 SLJ I 0UTPUT2
05663 75 u 057C0 SLJ h IN PUT 2
50 C C rhl
05664 75 5 61* 1 SLJ StR20
50 OUCCO £\I
05665 , 12 06 1C3 IziU^'ORl LOA TAGfc
50 00 COO lr^JI
05666 20 5271 S T A {; OUTHUF+2
72 05253 \< A C FLAG
05667 75 05555 SLJ TT-ST 1
50 oocoo cNI c
05670 12 06 104 HRROi^? LOA OUTF
75 05 666 SLJ /-2
05 67 1 12 06 li;5 i:i<i;0R5 LO^ INb
75 05666 SLJ /-3
05672 75 OOCCO OIJ'ICOUKT SLJ
50 6 OOCli ti\I 6 1 in
05673 10 OOCCO h 'X' A
20 06(;62 ST^ OUTCNT
05674 12 06 ! 10 LDA C^mSK
16 06 1 10 LiU: C V A S K
05675 '4 6 6 05272 Si3L 6 OUTBUF+3
22 1 05 6 77 AJP 1 / + 2
05676 72 06062 RAO OUTCiMT
50 OOCOU e:\i
05677 55 6 056 74 i JP 6 /-i
75 05672 SLJ nuTGOUNT
05700 75 OOCCO INPUT? -SLJ
74 7 3:>coo EXF 7 32 000
05701 10 05^06 h N A f)UTnUF+ 150
6 I 00C03 SAL J
0'j702 74 32 04 2 exf- 32042
74 7 32 COO exF 7 32 000







































74 7 32C00 . PXF 7 32 000
75 05/00 SLJ Ii\PUT2
50 00 COO t>n
75 OOCOQ CUT ^[Jt? SLJ
74 7 42C00 hxr- 7 4 2 000
10 05iG6 C-.M nUTBUh+ 150
6 1 OOCO'I SAL 4







fh 7 42 COO bXF 7 '12 000
75 05705 SLJ 0UTPUT2
50 OOCCO f- i^i I
75 00 coo iMSG SLJ
50 5 00 COO t^iI 5
12 5 00000 L!)A 5
20 5 05270 SI A 5 OLTRUr+ 1
54 s OOCCO ISK 5
7 5 05 7 1 5 SLJ /-
1
75 4 05/0 ) SLJ 4 OUTPUT 2
50 00 COO :: ,\' I
75 057 12 SLJ i'-SG
50 00 COO EMI
75 OOCOO CLa •^Ui- SLJ
12 06 CI 1 LtiA DFnSP
20 05267 STA OUTBUF
50 5 00C15 LMI 5 1 ^iJ
12 05 25 2 LDA SPACE
20 5 05 2 70 SIA f, QUT^^Ur-J-j
55 5 0'j72 1 UP 5 /- i
75 5 7 1 7 Si.. J C CLRBUF
75 OOCOO QRCOUNT SLJ
10 OOCOO h>iA
20 06 063 STA ORCNiT
4 OOCOO Li^iO
16 6 05 267 LDO 6 nUTHUF
50 4 00 CO/' f: iNi I L 7
or 00006 LLS 6
50 OOCOO LiJl
64 06 106 LQS PLUS
75 05 ?3 1 SLJ / + 2
72 06 06!) .<A0 ORC^a
50 OOCCO tiNl
10 OOCOO 1-.\A
55 4 05726 UP 4 /-3
55 6 05/25 UP 6 /-5
72 06C6S KAO Or<CNT
75 05 72^ SLJ Oi<CCU'^l
50 OOCOO LNI
75 OOCOO OUT MN SLJ
53 7 06C67 LIL 2 WAI T
16 b 06 0/ 1 LI.'O S^ASK
4 4 0527! LDL 0UT!HJF + 2
15 06C7 I SUB S^ASK
22 5 752 AJP 1 V P 3
16 06 1 1 1 LI'O Tf-ASK,
44 05 27 1 LOL OUTnUF+2
22 1 5 752 AJP 1 TYP3
02 00 CO 1 CRS I
4 4 05271 LI.)L nuTi^UFt2
22 1 05 763 A Ji' 1 TYP2
10 00 00 1 hNA 1
75 4 057 7 1 ' SLJ 4 I N P I N
10 00 14 l-NA 121)
50 OOCOO h N I
05 c 00 030 MIC1 A L S 24D
70 2 loCOO KAO 2 ALFA
12 06C70 LDA FFFLG
22 05 /'50 ^ J [' C /3
12 05455 Li.)A P. I T '4 8
20 2 1 6 C 1 STA 9 ALFA+ 1
10 OOCOO ENA c n
20 060^0 STA FFFLG
107

05750 5 1 2 00C22 , I MI 2 22
5 7 2 06 06 7 SIL 2 '.'. A 1 T
05 75 1 75 05 7 •54 3LJ OUTi'Ili
50 OOCOO i- N I
05 752 , OH 00 7/' TYr'3 h^Ki If
iiU 05270 LOL nL'Tngr-j i
05753 6U 06 114 EOS P T A




It '> ? M '^U J 4 t MU N
05755 10 COCOH tiMA 4i:
75 0'j?4»4 SLJ M I !)
05756 64 06 1 15 hQS P T 1^
75 05761 SLJ / + 3
05757 10 00 COS £iMA 5
75 4 05 77 1 SLJ 4 I fv P I N
05760 10 000 10 EiXA 8i;
75 057i4U SLJ K 1 D
05761 10 00 CI 1 1: !\ i\ 9i:
75 u 05 771 SLJ i) r r; F' I N
05 762 75 5 743 SLJ M I c- 1
50 OOCOO f-Ml
05763 04 QOCJf TYP2 LNO f7
44 c 05270 LOL nuT».UE+ 1
05764 64 06 1 14 l:QS !>TA
75 05767 SLJ /*-3
05765 10 OOCOl F\'A !
75 4 0577 1 SLJ 4 I N 1' I .M
05766 10 C 6 LNA 6
75 Obl^U SLJ ('•i I n
05767 10 00C07 LMA 7
75 4 05 771 SLJ 4 i\y-\ .\!
05770 75 574 3 SLJ (^ I 0- 1
50 OOCOO tHl
05 77 1 75 OOCOO IiMfMi\ SLJ
05 00C36 ALS 30
05772 70 2 16 COO i-l AO 2 A L F A
75 CS771 . SLJ I N p I rj
05 77 3 75 OOCOO MAKEX SLJ
12 0t>30 1 LOA c\_ 7r'ui-+ ion
0577U 20 060 66 STA ii( 1.1"
41 061 12 SCL lilKASK
05775 07 00C60 LLS J| .-'L
12 0524 1 L i'i A ThKP
C5776 7 5 4 06C01 SLJ 4 tiXTE.X
50 OOCOO t-i\I
05 77 7 12 05 252 LOA SPACE
20 0530 1 STA OUT QUI- + 100
06000 75 05773 SLJ c M A K £ X
50 OOCOO i-NI
06 00 1 75 oocoo t.lTfcR SLJ
57 6 06C65 SIL 6 STORE
06002 53 6 06C6H LIL 6 COUNT
2 6 10 coo STA 6 AKGUE
0c003 21 6 13 000 STO 6 VALUE
50 oocoo i M I
0600U 54 6 02 7 77 iSK 6 2^77
75 06C06 SLJ / + 2
06005 04 oocoo LNO
75 060 7 SLJ / + 2
06006 50 oocoo hlSil
57 t 06C6i4 SIL 6 COUNT
06007 53 6 06 065 LIL 6 STORE

























0601U 00 n OOCOO LMGTIi3 CEC 5
10c
I





Rf <00 Qcr 1
06016 n COO RF-lOl OCT 12









































































































































































C^'i/^ SK OCT 33000000












































77 7 7 fj f7 • Hi,\'\Si; OCT 77777 /'7700000000
00 OOCOQ
COOOO ir-y^sK OCT 7 7 77 77 77
77 7 7 7 7 7 7
00 OOCOO p r i\ ocr 6 1
00 0006 1
00 CO coo pir OCT 62
00 000^2
l^ i f ) ;<* C ;.' i.5
C A k ) Bcn / 1 1
20 2 02C0 1 I) CO / 12
02 2 02020
20 2 02C0 1 . HOD / 13
3 2 02020
20 2 02C0 1 12 CD / 14
04 2 02 02 .
20 2 02 00 1 f'.CO / 15
05 2 o?o:'0
20 2 02C0 1 :XD / 16
06 2 2020
20 2 02C03 Bcn / ^1
1 2 02 02
20 7 02 CO 3 Hcn / 32
02 2 02 020
20 2 02C03 ccn / 3:;
03 2 02 02
20 2 02C02 .-.CD / 21
01 2 02 020
20 2 02C02 ncD / 22
02 2 02 02
20 2 02 CO
2
''<CD / 2 ^
03 2 02020
20 2 02 002 iXO / 24
04 2 02 02
20 2 020 12 ..CD / I
1 2 02 02
20 2 0/C06 <'C\) / 6 1
01 2 02 020
20 2 02C06 ;CD / 62
02 2 02 02
20 2 02 20 3 =-.CD / S36
06 2 02 020
20 2 022 12 ,.;CD / .S04
04 2 02 020
24 2 02220 HCAOl liCD /U S NAVA
4 5 6 12 561
43 2 0')7U6 i'>CD /L POST G
22 2 32067
5 1 6 l/>ij24 BCD /i< ADUAIE
6 1 2 36520
22 6 3(^04 6 ;;5C1) /S CHOOL
46 '( 32020
20 2 06 it 6 1 ncn / A 1 A P
23 6 12 047
51 U 66:65 r>CD /K CCFSSIN
22 2 2 n 4 5
67 2 04^61 rtCO /G LABORA
62 4 65 16 1
76 4 65130 ..CD /TCi^Y
20 2 02020
20 2 02020 HL AD2 r-.CD /
20 2 02020
63 4 64 44 7 a CD /C CyiMLAT
71 4 36 123
7 1 4 64 52 BCD /ICN Of C
46 6 62 063
61 5 16420 OCD /A RD ASS I
6 1 2 2227 1
6 7 4 54^465 ^u:D /GN^tNTS
4 5 2 -52 220
20 2 02 02 HH Al)3 iCD /
20 2 02020




06 157 65 2 02020
20 2 02C20
0616C 20 2 02 0/0
m 20 2 02020
06161 4 5 2 44M62
65 -> 12C46
06162 66 2 06 3 6 i




06 164 50 3 00 GOO
50 4 oocoo
06165 5 6 00CO2
10 6 oocoo
06166 20 06 1)2 7
20 06067
06167 20 06 066
75 4 05 202
06170 12 060 10
20 05 26 7
06171 75 4 05 7 05
50 OOCOO
06 172 75 4 0'j7]f
50 OOCOO
06173 10 06 I»i0
60 057 13
06 174 12 060 12
60 05714
06175 75 4 0^712
50 OOCOO
06176 75 4 05717
50 OOCOO
06 177 10 06 560
6 05713
06200 12 06 55 6
60 057 14




06203 75 4 05 202
50 OOCOO
06204 12 060 10
20 5 267
06205 75 4 05705
50 OOCOO






062 1 1 75 4 0^7 12
50 OOCOO
06212 75 4 057 17
50 OOCOO
06213 75 4 06 22 3
50 OOCOO
06211+ 75 4 5/05
50 OOCOO
06215 12 05 277
4 1 05252
06216 22 1 0622 1
50 OOCOO
06217 74 4 2 003
74 7 42 COO
06220 74 4 2 C 5
76 c 05C()0












L 1-^ I t
t'.n 2
i: N I i
















S'UJ V, S v". + 1
LP. A LKTID 1















10 1\ F> A G F J
STA OUT!>UF



















^ J p I / + 3
LNI
L-XF 42003
exF 7 42 000
tXF 4 2 005
SLS 50C0






10 2 00 coo
0622U 22 1 6 264
12 06 27
06225 , 22 1 06 32 1
12 3 16C00
06226 01 00036




Q ^i c -' r
06230 51 1 ooooi
16 06115
06231 l44 1 16 000
20 2 06603
06232 36 1 16 00)
75 06235
06233 22 06230









062U0 5/ 2 06C66
10 2 OOCOO
06 2U1 22 06322
16 06 1 13
06242 44 3 16GO0
20 06 6 02
06 24 3 • 55 2 06 24 4
75 06/50
062UU 12 2 066 03
75 4 06 504
06245 50 OOCOO
02 0OC06
06246 21 2 06 621
75 4 06 5 1 1
06 24 7 20 2 066 12
75 06 24 i
06 250 16 06115
»|4 3 16C00
0625] 75 4 06b04
50 OOCOO
06 25 2 02 00006
21 06 62
06253 12 06 6 1 1
1 1 OOCOI
06254 5 00 036
17 06 74 5
06255 43 3 16000
20 3 I 6 COO
06256 50 OOCOO
04 OOCOO
06257 12 06 7i!7
20 05270
06260 53 2 06C66
75 4 06 32/'
0626^ 12 06 02?
22 1 06/6/4
06262 51 3 00C22
56 3 06 26 5
06 26 3 50 1 00000
50 OOCOO
06 264 51 2 7 7 776
57 6 05 3 1 1
06265 04 OOCOO
12 2 067 1 7
06266 7 00006
20 05246

















































































































































































h P + 4
112

S3 6 052145 • LIL 6 jtt>-p+u
06?70 12 6 066 1 1 LHA 6 PINMI
?2 06275 AJP / + 5
06271 7b k 06526 SLJ u CNVT
«' 50 OOCOO L- ;vl I
06272 03 00 022 LRS len
12 6 0662 LDA 6 GLCC
06273 lU 067"''./ ADD PRiVSK
06Sil"4 n 8 mn l^j.^ ts }n
50 OOCOO hNI
06275 12 6 06602 L A . 6 I AND
114 06 7ii0 Aun C) UP SPA
06276 20 052/' :i STA OUTOUFiM
50 OOCOO t: N I
06277 12 6 06 6 02 LllA 6 IA\D
lU 06 7UI ADD TCSPA
06i00 20 05?77 STA 0UTI3UF + BD
12 CS2U6 LDA T^-'^P + ^
0630 1 ou OOCOO .."NO
07 n 00006 LLS 6
06302 21 05 2U5 STO TF.yP + t4
53 6 0521(5 LIL 6 TirNP + ij
06 303 12 6 06611 LDA 6 PIKNI
22 06/; 10 AJP / + 5-
0630U 75 u 06 5?6 SLJ Jl C.WT
.50 OOCOO k N r
06305 03 00C22 LHS U'l}
12 6 066 ?0 LDA 6 OLOC
06 306 lU 06Ii7 ADO pi•<^Sl<
07. 0OC22 LLS IHD
06307 75 06il I SLJ / + 2
50 OOCOO 1- N
I
C
06310 12 6 06 6 02 LDA 6 I f\un
lU 06 7'-i0 ADD UP SPA
0631 1 20 052 7 1 STA OLTlUjH + 2
50 OOCOO l:,\I
06312 12 6 0660? LDA 6 I AND
]h O6 7'4 ADO UPSPA
06313 OS OOCIU ALS 121
20 05276 STA 0UT'3Ur- + 7
0631U 16 06 1 13 L(:;o LOl-ASK
i4U 2 06 7 1 / LDL 2 FABLE
06315 , 75 U 06ii76 SLJ n WIKC-
\ 50 OOCOO i.. N I r;
06316 20 05 302 STA OUT'niF M 10
12 0660 1 LDA IKCKLS
06317 20 05 503 STA CjLTMuF^ 12D
53 6 0'>3n LIL 6 B h T A
06320 75 06 22 3 SLJ CbT
50 OOCOO i-Nl
06321 72 06 6 1 1 Ul'Af .<A0 PIKNI
75 06 y SO SLJ GOT
06322 12 i 16000 LfiOK UHA 3 ALFA
22 06 22 3 A Jl> GLT
06323 12 3 16C0 1 LDA 3 ALFA+1
22 1 06:52 5 A J P 1 / + 2
0632n 12 07227 LI^A CLOCK
20 05277 STA OUTl^UF + aD
06325 5 1 3 OOC22 I'-^I 3 2?
56 3 Ohi?h SIU 3 /+1







6 06 06 5 SIL 6 storf:
06330 10 OOCOO h's'A
50 6 00107 LM 6 71D
06331 20 6 0662 7 STA 6 SINK
55 6 06 -5 '.1 UP 6 /
06332 20 0525^5 STA FLAG
75 l\ 06»4 1 •SLJ U POSITS
06333 55 2 06^32 iJP 2 /- 1






7'j 4 064 •')6
06336 , 12 06C66
b7 2 05 24 5






063U2 22 1 06 54S
55 2 06 'i4 1
063U3 0'i. 6 OOCOO
23 1 0635 1
0631+U 07 00 006
05 00006
0634S 20 06 7;r3
20 06 7?
6
063U6 2] 06 7^6
21 06?'2i'
06347 50 u 00CO2





06352 05 c^ 00C06
50 OOCOO
06353 Ok i4 06 7 S5
75 06i6 1
0635U 57 4 05247
50 00 CO J
06355 07 00C60
t^6 k 06CA/
06356 6U 4 06 72 6
75 06 567
06357 10 D OOCOO
20 2 0665^
06360 20 5 2 5^
75 06,^:4
06361 53 4 05 25.-i





50 U 0000 1








06367 53 4 06C67
20 4 6 726
06370 53 M 052M7
20 4 06 7H5




06373 12 2 06 65i(
20 6 6 71 /
0637^ 10 OOCOO
20 2 06654
06375 50 U 00C02
5 3 2 05245
06376 54 6 OOCOO
75 Ob^kO
06377 53 2 06C66
5 3 6 06065


























STO Fi\ni + l
s rn SLRTRE+1


















S PA 2 C H A I R
STA hi. AG
SLJ ^^ ' IaL
LIL Jl r l /^ ri
UP 4 SKIP













LIL 4 W A I r
STA l4 SUPTRh



















SO ooccc . l:\I
06U01 7S 00 coo POSITS SLJ
04 0007 7 ENQ 1 (
06U02 4 4 ?. 066 V LIJL 2 OLCC
^ 22 06 4.='.4 AJP NLLOr
06U03 64 06 107 i-OS 7.t KO
75 06H05 SLJ 7 + 2
06U0'4 IC 00 COO !- rIA
O6U0b 58 I W^.l m I 1 1 ^. 1' + ')
06 00 CO 6 OLS 6
06406 4 4 2 066-^0 LliL p OLCC
01 00C06 AI'.S 6
06U07 64 06 10/' Ir'jS 7.LU0
75 06 41 1 SLJ /»2
06U10 10 00 COO l:\A
50 00000 LNI
06Un 24 06 1fi«' MUI K) 7'-R0
70 05:^46 kAO Ti:>P + 5
06U12 24 06?'. 6 KUl OCOL
20 2 06 70 1 STA 2 HCR
06Uli5 16 0^221 LDQ r.LCH
44 2 066;'' LDL } OLCC
06U1U 22 1 06 4 16 AJF 1 /+2
10 0001 1 LNA 90
06U1S 20 05.74 6 STA TL.Vh^>5
'(% 064 1 7 SLJ />2
06U16 10 c cocoo l:i\A
20 5 246 SIA i'.:np+5
06*4 17 16 7?2> Ll)Q OLL'X
4 4 7 06 62 LOL 2 OLCC
06M20 22 0642 5 AJP / + 5
10 00 cor CMA /
06U21 70 05<'46 (UO Tf;NP + 5
04 lOCOO L-NQ lOCOO
06422 44 2 06620 LliL ') CLrc.
22 06424 Ajf' / 1 :.
06U2d 10 00 oo..^ .' ; \ >
75 064 2? SlJ /\U
0642U 10 OOCOl !„ \i\ (.1 I
75 06>i2r SLJ /I -j
06U2& 16 7 225 Li 'Id C) lU.UB
44 2 06620 Ll.'L 2 OLCC
06426 1 COO 14 Ai^S (.] 120
^0 00 COO i: hJ 1
06427 70 5,
-J 4 6 RAO ItfP + 5
24 06 744 .vlJl f^i^OW
064.^0 20 05 ^'1
6
STA rt:KP+5
12 2 0661 1 LDA 2 iMNNI
06431 24 06 /u 5 i^'Ul (; f ^ P 1 1\'
14 05.<^46 A 01') Tl-N'P + 5
06432 20 2 06/10 srA ',) VLi^
',- 10 00000 (=:V1A d
06433 I^ 06 4 1 SLJ POSITSSO QOCOO . L N I
06434 20 2 06 70 1 NUL nr srA 2 k^^W
20 2 06710 S TA 2 VLK
0643& 10 Q COCOO 1 NA1^ 064 1 SLJ POSITS
06436 ?5 00 COO 01 AG ^l,J
Vt i 052)16 sn i TR^P4-5
06437 §0 ^ OOCOO INI ^
50 6 00 00 1 t-NI 6 1
06440 2 6 06/0 1 LDA 6 HCH
b 2 06701 SlJIi 2 iicn
06441 20 05^^4 5 STA ThA',P + 4
24 05^45 MJI TfcMP4-4
0644? 20 05?li5 STA rrMp+'4
12 6 067 10 \.Uk 6 VLK
06443 lb 2 06 no sun Vi-R
20 0524/' STA T[iiVP4 6
06444 24 05247 '^ni T 1' V P + 6
ro 05245 liAD Tl-,f^P + 4
115

061+U5 10 6 OOCOO . t;NA 6
OS n0CG6 AL5 6
064ii6 1
1
2 OOCOO INA 2
05 00C4U US 36n
06UU7 V 14 05 24 5 Ann TIt^*P + 4
20 3 06627 ^TA 3 SINK
06450 • 51 3 00C(il . I H I 3 1
50 OOCOO lNI
06U51 n 8 QQOOp SI. J fi DI AtVJ J'
06U52 54 2 00000 ISK 2
75 06 4SU SI. J / + 2
061+53 51 3 rnid INI 3 - i
75 064 56 3 1. J OKl^RR
06U5U 5 7 2 05?«j5 SIL 2 ri:KP+4
. 5/5 6 05?»'!) LIL 6 rt:N;P+4
06i455 51 6 00 00 1 INI 6 1
75 0644 SLJ 1 Ar,+?.
06U56 5 7 3 05PU5 or<Di:R SIL 3 T G f^ P f 4
72 05/45 rJAO Ti yp+4
06U57 16 of??'^ LOO HLAM
10 3 OOCOO tUf\ 3
06U60 1 1 06 6.;^/ INA SINK
61 06'i6:> SAL /K>
06461 60 06 u 7 1 SAU VARI
50 OOCOO I:NI C-
06U62 53 6 0S?ti5 L i L 6 rE//p+4
4 4 OOCOO LUL
06463 67 6 06 6?/ >.TIi 6 SINK
75 QfiH()7 • SLJ /Hi
06U64 57 6 07 2i'6 s:l 6 r.GFl-R
10 06 62/ r:NA SINK
06465 14 7i!;r.'<) ADO G C. r h ft
60 0647 1 SAU V A p. I
06466 44 6 06 6P/ .LDL 6 SINK
75 06') 6 J SLJ /-3
06467 52 5 064 7 1 LIU 5 VAiU
12 5 OOCOO L 1 ) A 5
06470 20 ? 06 6 5U STA 2 ChAIR
10 OOCOO i,NA
06471 20 00000 VA« I STA
51 2 00 CO! INI 2 1
06472 55 3 0614 74 UP 3 L A y ?
53 3 05246 LIL 3 Ti.i^l' + 5
06473 75 06't';6 SLJ 01 AG
50 OOCOO bNI
06474 53 5 0646;! LAi'^i » LIL 5 n«nirR+4
56 5 Odii'f 1 SiU 5 VAi-^nI
06475 75 06 '16;^ SLJ ORnbR+4
50 n oocni.) hNI
06476 75 00 000 WlKl : SLJ
50 OOCOO h M
I
06477 57 6 0606') SIL 6 STORE
50 6 00 124 h In I 6 «4r:
06S00 65 6 OfQ/H ins C) APPX
75 06 50;^ SLJ / + 2
06501 12 6 06 /'.O LOA 6 TYPe
75 06*103 SLJ / + 2
06002 12 0/2^*0 LUA N'AX
50 u OOCOO U^I
06503 53 6 06 06') LIL 6 STORE
n
C) 06'iV6 SLJ WIRE
06504 OOCOO Sf.;Al<CH 1 SLJ
04 OOCOO mNO
06505 57 6 06 065 SIL 6 ST OKI::
53 6 06C6JI L I L 6 COUNT
06506 64 6 lOCOO l:QS 6 ARCUIr
75 065 10 SLJ /I ?
06507 16 6 I/.; COO LUO 6 VALUE
50 OOCOO I^MI
06510 53 6 06 065 LIL 6 sroiui
1
75 06 504 SLJ St ARCH 1
06511 ' 75 OOCOO DLCiJUr SLJ
116

57 6 06C65 . SIL 6 srci^t
06512 53 6 05?i»;? LIL 6 ri*FP+ I
16 06 113 Li)0 LOKASK
06513 66 6 16000 y t: Q 6 ALFA
75 06 5^4 SLJ / + vn
065 lU
'
16 06 7U;> LOO O'ASK
U4 6 16000 LOL 6 ALhA
06515 22 1 06517 Ajr* 1 /<-2
d^i3t6
75
g mn LOAUMlJ 2 Ai\DLdf^iASK.
06
'3 13 SLJ /-3
06517 01 00 30 >\ K S ;^4n
20 06C67 STA w A I T
06520 1 1 If 7 76 IN A -1
05 oon.:;o ALS 24
06521 17 067Ji;> L fJC C) OXASK
U3 6 1 ft coo SSU 6 ALKA
06522 20 6 16 coo SFA 6 ALFA
12 06067 LDA WAIT
06523 75 065/!5 SLJ /t2
50 OOCOO Li'Jl
0652U 10 OOCOO hNA
50, OOCOO tisll
06525 53 6 06C6S LIL 6 STORE
75 065 1 1 SLJ iJtCOUT
06526 75 OOCOO CMvr SLJ
57 6 06C6'> SIL 6 STORE
06527 50 6 OOCl 1 t-M 6 9\-
OU C0C77 ti^n '( (
06530 66 6 06 54;^ •'',\r> 6 B A C K
75 065S,.> SLJ f^/
06531 75 065,-^ r SLJ /*6
50 COCOO ri.'I
06532 15 06 54 1 SUI^ FCUTM
22 3 06'v^4 AJC 3 / + ?
06533 .12 06555 LOA BACK+l 10
75 06 5^10 SLJ !UK
0653U 11 COCO I 1\h\ I
22 3 06 5:^6 AJP 3 /+?.
06535 12 06 55*1 LOA nACK<- ion
75 06 51.0 SLJ I^AW
06536 12 06 55 i LOA BACK'+9D
75 06 54 SLJ KAW
06537 12 6 06542 LL.A 6 BACK
50 OOCOO t rj I
065U0 53 6 0^065 RAW LIL 6 STCRfc:



































































06556 00 oocoo . irCTiiM
00 0OCf^4
06557 00 on COG LNGTH5
00 00 n 1 ^
06560
,
20 2 02C20 Hl Ai;U
20 2 02 0/0





02 3^; 106563 2
62 2 UU^6 1
0656U 23 7 1)4 6^5
20 2 02 02
06565 20 2 0202 HfcAOS
20 2 02 02
06566 20 2 0U6'-)1
71 6 ir \U 5
06567 20 2 02 02
20 2 02 02
06570 6U 6 52 22^
71 U 56 12 3
06571 71 h 6U52
20 2 02 02
06572 20 2 02C2
20 2 02020
06573 20 2 0206-4
65 2 21\h7
0657U U5 6 12 371
U6 U 52 2;'
06575 20 2 0202
20 2 02 02;)
06576 20 2 02 02
20 2 02C20
06577 26 f 15 1.35
20 h 36'j'i 5
06600 67 2 3 7 020
20 2 02020
06601 71 U 56^70 INi-itS
65 2 22C2
06602 . 00 00 ceo IA\")
00 OOCOO
06603 00 00000 AND
00 OOCOO
06611 00 OOCOO P I M M I
1 00 OOUOU
06612 no OOCOO 'MNMO
00 00 000
06620 00 OOCOO 0L0-:
00 OOCOO
06621 00 OOCOO LOCAI
00 OOCOO
06627 00 nocno SIM<
00 OOCOO
0665U no OOCOO c: H A 1 1<
00 OOCOO
06701 00 OOCOO HOK'
00 OUCOO
06710 00 OOCOO Vt?;
00 OOCOO
06717 00 OOCOO TABLc
00 OOCOO
06726 00 OOCOO sunrRi:
00 OOCOO
06735 00 OOCOO i-Nnl
00 OOCOO
06737 no c 0002 PI'MSK
2 OOCOO
067U0 20 2 02C20 iji^SM
00 OOCOO
067t»1 23 u 62 02 TOS 'A
00 OOCOO








































067U3 00 cffQO iKiASK ccr 770000000000
00 oocoo







067U6 00 00000 DCOi. Dec 5
00 oonoi)
OftTMr h % im% '"*'MG I>fii1 / k
06750 cu 320^0 TYPi: BCD /U3
20 2 02CP0
06751 ou ?;>coi ijCI) /U2 1/2





































































































































































































20 2 02 02



















02 12 00 1
21 22 020
2 12 020
20 2 02 02
02 1 22 00 1
21 22 02
02 1 22 0X0
20 2 02020




01 1 02 00 1
21 22 02





20 2 02 02

























01 1 22Q0 1
21 22 02
1 1 22020


















::Cn / IV 1/2
iJCD /iv
i\CO / n; 1/2
BCD /18
BCD /I { 1/2
tJCD IM
liCD f 16 1/2
t^CO / 16
OCD / Vj 1/2
t^CO /IS
ncD / Hi 1/2
ncn /P.
t




»=.icn /I 1 1/2
DCO /11
13 CD /lO 1/2
aco /lO




0/05U 20 1 \?.020 nco / 9
20 2 o;^c?c
07065 20 1 0;>COl IICD / 8 \//
?l P2C?C




BCD / 7 1/2
d 8 ??e?g nei3 / /0/060
20 2 02C2C
07061 20 62C0 1 HCl) / 6 1/2
?\ 22f.;'C
07062 20 0. 62 0VC UCD / 6
20 2 020/
C
07063 20 5;^C0J liCD / 5 1/2
2 1 22C?C
0706U 20 52020 BCO / 5
20 2 02C/:l
,
07065 20 U2C0 1 hCD / *i 1/2
21 25c:'C
07066 20 U2C20 HCI5 / ^4
20 2 02C;'C
07067 20 3200 1 I'.CD / 6 1/2
21 22020
07070 20 ^2C2C liCD / 4
20 2 02C2C
070? 1 20 22 CO! 'iCD / 2 1/2
21 2^C2C
07072 20 22C20 BCO / 2
20 2 0202U
07075 20 i2cri p.cn / 1 1/2
21 22C20
07074 00 OOCOC APi'X DtC 2MU^U6
01 5=55^^4
07075 00 OOCOC UEC 2777H;>
01 .ihh'?6
07076 00 OOCOC . l)i-C 2?n2^i
01 2IUiC
07077 00 OOCOC U£G 26U556
01 0Uti'>i4
07 100 CO ooroc uec 2htj06n
00 7 70C2C
.
0/10 1 00 OOCOO l;fcC 251655
00 7 SiUO^;
07102 00 OOCOO DfC 2^5.^22
00 7 57 11?
07103 00 OOCOC UfC 2iV07?
7 2;'/MC
orioi* 00 noccc ntc 2.112V02
CO 7 06 706
0/105 00 OOCOC l3fC 226MIII
00 6 7^776
0/106 00 OOCOO . UtC 220«06
00 6 57,^06
07107 00 OOCnc DEC 2tti8r9
0/110 CO OOCCC UFC 2090 52
00 6 .^02 IOnn 00 OOCOO niC 20:J266
00 6 IICC^
0/112 00 OOCOO urx 1Q75B0
"17U
07113 00 OOCOC a£;C lVI'?7'j
00 5 66?i)7
0/114 CO OOCCC ULC . IS645J
00 5 54 12^
07115 ho OOCCC ijKC laiooB
60 5 UU2C
07116 00 OOCOO DEC 1/5645
07117 00 OOCOC UfcC l/CiAtl




00 '^ 0?'(5 1
07121 00 oocoo
00 4 70J-S0
07 122 , 00 oocoo
00 4 56'-) 70
07123 00 oocoo
00 4 4 50 30
07]2i^
00(^000/125 00 6






00 ;•; 66 7/1
n 3 1 00 OOCOO




00 3 4 S S 1 4






07 136 00 OUCOO
00 3 04 706
07 137 00 OOCOO
00 2 r>o'')607U0 00 OOCOO
00 2 6^j/)47







00 2 30;; 60
07 1U5 00 OOCOO
00 2 21474
07146 00 OOCOO







07 152 00 OOCOO
00 1 6 156i
07153 00 OOCOO
00 1 53611?
0/154 00 0 OOCOO
00 1 4 6 r 4 2
07155 00 OOCOO





07 160 00 oocno
00 1 20512
07 16 1 00 oocoo
00 1 M5^.6
07 162 00 oocoo
00 1 067r 2
0/163 00 oocoo
00 1 0^ 167




































bi:C 3 ^. 2 9
CEC S:'r? 1 1



















07170 00 C OOCOO •:£C 23226
(Vi 1/1 !^8
'3'j2 72
d viH) b n
5Ti;»3





















































































































!XAX rCO /'4 3 +
07221 00 OOCOO
2 OOCOO





















07226 OOCOO Gdf-HR OCT





CLi)CK DCn / CLOCK
ai^;le fcClJ ICOOO









GOi^TROL DATA CCn. ORATION Tl^.^UT nWD OUTlUT CODIi^G -mD COivTKOL LIKiiJS
... l^vC^i
1. ''JoJing
The extei-^iial function inoti-uction (7^-1 ) ^ict8 in turee
dirferent HiOdeo tc .,ive (a; .•.' ctiva tion of a charinel; (b) ^ensxhif^
of a condition at hj. extorn.il e^]^ui|uiiex'it or (c) seiectinr^ au ex-
ter;.al eqaipinent to co.u/iuuicate with the cor'i;:uter',
The chcinnel activate sub-in.'3ti'uctiori--i 7'i,i ttiron^-h ?'•'»" -^re
interi.retcd ats follov/s:
74 1 thru Cj r ?ase i^xecution .^ddres.:?
"V"
6 bit ^ bit index 15 bito which apecifiea the
ox)eration (channel) initial addreoO foi- duta stor'asQ
code deaignator in buffering operatj.on
The sense 3ub-instruction 7'^





1 thru 7 1 tiiri^d
u\ /V- J^ . . ^ , ^-
;'• bit channel 3 bits exter- y bitfs conditiox;
jselectiou code nal equiprvient code wiiich s^eci-
code i'ieo operation
being- senseu
i-?T-Ci: If the Gen.'jod cotnidtio;; is wet, a full exit froin tl>e word is
perforiaed , IT trie senued conditiqn ic^ not niet, a !-alf exit









o bit :"' bit 5 bits .; bits exter- 9 bits condition
o^jcii'atior. index ch.;u-iiel nal equip. i eat code v;liich oT;eci-
code aelection code Tiea operation
code cein.';; seleotud
;., elect
2. Uata v'.tnd Control Liiiea
ready (a. lix.e /
Input equipiuent to coiuputer
input data Comprise two coi.iplete cables and two
ik6 lires) lines of a third cable of a ouffei- or
transfer cable jroup
Input data Function: Indicatei: equiprneiit inn.it rei3aster
contains infori!:atiGn v/iiicli cowp'-iter
taj sample.
Operation: L'urned off by input data re^juise fx-om
coir.puter. (Coirrputer' re.oyr.c c-^rc.itry
orientG itaeli about leadin^^ ed^e of
re.-.dy 3i{^-nal; auxiliary scanner is
Gtoppea and input wox-d is paosed to
computer.
)
Co/Jiputer to Iriput bquiu^ent
liiput o.ata runctJon: indic.:xtes to yquion.ent tnat coiaputer
reourr.e (1 li'":e) has accepted in,;ut vvord.
Opero.ticn: Turued off by input data readj ; turned
on \v}ien co:; outer naa accepted and
.'
; t o J.- e ;i in > u t w ci" d .
126

G-^n;pater to Cut:-'Ut -j-.uip;..ont
C-utj;)ut Coriprise t.vo cori.piete c-Able3 and ivio
(^8 lilies) line.i o:;' a tl.ird caole of a buii'er
or tr<'-i''3f;ir caDle -^roup.
Output data !''ujjct-i.on : i.ccotiipaiiieii output dj.ta fx-oi.. coi:puter,
recui.. (l 11." e) Oporatiori: rui'..ed on whon coinputex' iias vjucd of
irlfo.ri^.-itioil ro.udy for equipmerit ; off
by rer>ur.;e fro;:i er:uip;Kent.
Output iquiijriient to Cor.rputer
Output aata Function: Indicates that e'|Ui pHont has accepted
resuLie (.1 liie) word.
Oparaticii: turned on when equipii.ent ha-5 accepted
v,'crd. (Goii'ijutfei' reaync circuitry
oriento itself aouut the tri^.p-linrj
ed;;e of resuiiie; w.ien .si,inal arops
auxiliary -jcanner !5to})S and ar.otner
vjord is -;Acrian,_,e4. Coi'i''P>-iter pre^'area
a vvorc .~or e>:cnan;j:e Vi'hile output uata
resu.'iis si.-;nal is up, )
v>o.i.LUter to 2,:cteriia± jLi::uipnient
i^iXternal Function Function; rie.'i exterxial function (.un') codes
(x2 lines) to select or sense a conditrion A'ith-
in the e;iuipi-.eat
>'.'peration : Lii.ej continuouiily monitorei by a.^l
epuip; ..-j^i: . A!^pro;rLato iunct:-on or




-. j1 to sajflpie hjjJ' coUe on
1 1 1 ( : o .
i;,xte.f;..-..l .:.aoter .unctioii; uiectru ail ej-,uiun. ji.t on •111 chanueio.
clear (1 lii.e) Cpei'ation: Ciccur.;^ vvl-ier. clc;.-..r switch at coi-oole
is i 1"! ij p ;,. c oi t i on
.
xtcrr...-;! ... uipmant to .'.:or;:yuter
oenoe response .':in,ctioi- : 'indicatcG e :, exit '3 rculy to ^;exise
CoClQ
.
T'oeratli xi ; OH indicates presenae of conaition
ar^ecified by serine code; CLj indi-
cates ubo^nce of condition,
liiterrupt r~per,itj-uxi : external equipr;.ent or inte:rj,'i.l com-
(1 line) putor coi.trcl senda 3.1^1 al /. :,^j a
condition ui'+oos th-tt ivao previously
selected by a yk.O.
Coru]jutei- to Input iquip;(ient
i?'unctioninput ;• unction
.:eadv (1 line)






Operation: i'urned on by instruction '7~^*^» ./^^.usea
input equipu'ient to tjvanslate j-.i'' code.
Function; Accompanies i:^F i^ense Code
r
^
j oration: Tur a e d o n by i n ..; t ruc t i o n '/ '^ . 7 • -' u .-a e s
input ecp'-ipiv-ent to translate ^l' code
and 3end reoponae back: to c... .uter.
Functioa: In^Iicateo computer is pi-epared to re-
ceive a ulocK of data.
Operation; turned on vvhe|:i in,.ut buffer channel
126

is activated by inoUruction 7^'.l,
7'>
.
> t-r 7'i»'?« ;..e:,.o.j.ij;j (jij until fin-il
>;ora of block ia aiiterod in storaije.
CoiMputer to 'at put ...•,ui;)'';>erit
Output Function i^'unotion: .'iCcoupc.nieG zjC .jelect code,
eady (1 line)
''peratiofi; Tu.riied on Dy inatruction 7'+.0, Causes
output equiujiient to tran3late ..r' cuoe,
rut..ut '.ciise Function; Aooof-'ipanies .liiiVuense code.
Ready (i line)
Operation: Tur.-cd on by iinstr'ucti on 7'~*7f Causes
ontput -. uloment to tranislate lui^' coae
an;: >Qi a reapona^ b-ic to comr-uter,
''Utput l.i'.ffer .uiotion; Inciigale:3 eo!''ip'-i^--o-' 1^^ pji-euaroc' to
.iCtivu (l In.i.e) trs,n3K:it a bloQk of data,
O[)eration; I'uri.ed on waen output buffer ci'-an-.el
ia act.j vattid oy in.-jti'uc t xono 'Z'+t-i^i,
7^i'«'^, '-'1' 7'ftb» Kemains on until











T'le Qoraputer controls t'oe oporat'jon of it.:j extei'Vial e.uip-
uient by isciuin^ 12 bit lunotion codos, Thirf proces.:;, ixiitiateu oy
the Gx. ten. -•>..! CuncLiori (75) in..jt--'uc biofi., places a deai)_,ii;.Lted 12-Dit
code on tbe output li.. os and activater-; the 'uLct ioii i.ea;\.:; 3_b-;,nal,
i:j;.;ch extv-rii^^l equiswiont i-eceivea Lh§ dat-^i I'l^t orily bhe equipi.ient
rQ00ij;ni2>%n'., it re^spyndi to -i-t by aandiiiiS baui. a, f unc tion i-eouiue :ii ^nal
-39

yo.sQ cody' -ilt i'-to ':ha IbO, out one of the
l..-oit i'uucLiQn C:.de^ n^ay be ^et aoiao to aoljct u.s ro usst
frorii t:ie exterrirAl e-u±p::,'<;,.z, >' e equioiaent luust be deai^nea to
place a i.-^-Dit status res jorii-jc code on t-e iuijut cabJ.y. T-'.e 1.^0
i.iiist then proccrss t' i3 ro,^spoi-oe t.-irou.^h ai. iup^'t ifi..struc tion lii.. (7b}
v/nich '.vili brin^ the i^i o.i.t3 into t:ie "a" ro ; i-;tejr.', J.M e 6t-itus
re^i.'or.se rnuot be a oii'? out uf tv/elve roupon.i-.e Tor CMgh coriciiion as
:.i..re t . -n ore con^J. I.ion rntiy exist, rhin ;-.llov.'3 for only twelve
po:i;-ic:.:i coi:;.-i tions J'or lieriain^i to ^jq tievi,ined i'ito any extez'iic^l
equip:, jnt
.
-ormal Input and output arc iia/;.„'lod by ! ;e li^iT ( ?-- ) -^'^
r i./i' (73) cc.:.;.an^^ re;-^ ; actively , I'iiCoe ooex-ate on blocks ox i;..ei.iory.





1} >•,.> data li^.ec they hold equipment in^-ut re-
-inter c.'i.tents vhich the coinputer Jiiuy s^^.iple,
2) AiJ inp'-'t ^tatius line-., t .ey indicate oquip-






Ijidieates that the exter^-'-l e^ uipreeiit contaiiiS
infojTii-iti
.
i ch t'le computer rnay s: . ,de.
(Cor;i;)i'tor reoync circuits are orie£:to.j .^..^w^t the
lea'iin^, edi^e ol the read v s.l,^n.:',l'g )




.\via xirie is tuineahas accepted input
..;••- i/rput re.tdy.
Ixjuicares to coffipurc-r ci:-\t input de*.' •; no
i.tove data to deliver. Goni ..utc; • t.-^en j.ree to
re!.:v.'.'ie :'.aii'i xiro-^nxin vvith no i'ui-t' ^^r delay,
( r^enei'.' j-iy the input ir.::itru • t,Lon ecy t,.-.oiis}ieo a
3tux'a.sj,e iiel,u block of {^rent^r capacity t ; a.














^,an tini;cc;sly iiiOii;^ tvre;. by
-...xi eqt^ipnert.
Dual i'-urpose:
1) ii,3 oo.tput data lines tbev hold output vvord
vvhicii tiie ext.;rn.-:il levice cay aaiaple,
2) jiS output function lines they carr.y extt'^rnal
luiicticn (^i<') c:ies to select or sense a
conliti.on "-vit.;in tne equipu-ent, r'unction
ready alerts the enuiprnent to aaruple the x<f'
c o !J e .
Acco. panics .ut' code. It i.3 turz^ed on ;:y in-
struction 7 "5 and cauaeG the equi eKamine
tiie .^,^' code, Tt in bu.rne>'l of-' ;' ,; • ut 'ut re-
sune ir^L ti.e external aquipri.eixt
,
T>.is si;;5iial accompanies t h.e output d.-xta word
from the computer .md is turneri nn ^v . , cx,,..-







external equipi;,ei; t . It i..-; turne;i off by an out-
put re uiiio frc,;';; the equi p;;.C;Xit .
fiii.'-i 5i;yi'».al iu larneo on vv'-ier. the external de-
vice iiFis accepted the output v/ord or ^i*' coae.
(T'le coi.'iputer resyriC circuitr;/ orients itoelf
about ti-e trailii^j, edge of the reauae: when t je
sigiial clrQOG the •ivord is exchanij'ed., } The com-
puter prepares a v^ord v/hile tue si^^nal is up.
This si.'_,nal cle.irs all extenr-.l equipj.ie/'t , It
occurs './hen the Load-Clear cv.'itcL at t e concole
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